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This project had a pilot nature, on the one hand, exploring a possibility of active collaboration of our research group with EOARD and (via) the colleagues at Wright-Patterson AFB, on the other – making a focused attempt to explore a novel actuation system based on elastomer composite with aligned carbon nanotubes (CNT). The original proposal and the Interim Report outline the scientific background and the principles behind the mechanical actuation in nanocomposite elastomers. Our main tasks have been:

(A) Develop the robust method of CNT dispersion in amorphous polymeric matrix and establish a set of quantitative methods to characterise the quality of this dispersion.

(B) Develop a technique for nanotube alignment on the dense polymer matrix, as well as the tools to characterise the degree of this alignment.

(C) Study the mechanical actuation in response to different stimuli: plain heating, IR irradiation, and electric field.

Preparation, stability and alignment of polymer nanocomposites are very significant and challenging areas. The review of key issues, materials and procedures involved, and the current state of the art in the literature is one of the main outcomes of this grant. Main results on mechanical actuation have been listed in the Interim Report and are presented in the short letter publication, which is another outcome of this grant.

In all cases, for experiments on series of materials and compositions, we have used the isotropic elastomer matrix: the standard siloxane polymer (PDMS) crosslinkable into a rubber. Even though it was obvious from the outset that the nematic liquid crystal order in the matrix does have a number of particular advantages in promoting greater CNT alignment, we had to establish benchmarks for all effects and develop proper characterisation techniques.

The first stage of nanocomposite preparation is the dispersion of CNT aggregates. Figure 1a shows one of the key features of this process, characterized (among other ways) by continuously monitoring the viscosity of the mix. The jamming viscosity peak, and the onset of the subsequent plateau indicating the achieved dispersion, are functions

Figure 1: (a) – Viscosity of the sheared PDMS-CNT mixture, as function of time for increasing CNT loading; (b) – Orientational order parameter detected by Xray method and Deutsch analysis, compared with the maximum theoretical prediction of affine alignment.
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of CNT loading and the local shear stress (viscosity*shear rate). The required mixing time is a function of these two parameters.

Once CNT are dispersed in the polymer matrix, the only practical way of stabilization is its crosslinking. Other methods used (reviewed in \(^{iii}\)) rely on surface modifications of CNT and ultimately degrade their response to electric field or photon absorptivity. This issue is often ignored in studies of composites for their mechanical properties, but is key for the actuation response.

Figure 1b shows the result of the alignment study. On stretching of the crosslinked nanocomposite elastomer the tubes acquire alignment. Its monitoring by wide-angle Xray scattering requires careful analysis. The currently most advanced analysis of the azimuthal intensity bias is based on the Deutsch approach. The description of this, and the theoretical prediction of tube alignment are detailed in \(^{iii,iv}\).

The main result of the actuation study, described in greater detail in the Interim Report, and in the publications, is the dependence of its amplitude and even sign (contraction vs. extension of the material on stimulus) on the degree of CNT alignment. It is proven that IR photon absorption, and not plain heating, that is the underlying cause of actuation. Theoretical modelling of the mechanical response as function of CNT alignment, see sketch in Figure 2, indicates that tubes experience significant contortion, which then translates into the macroscopic network response. Much work remains to be done to optimize the effect and really understand its mechanism.

**Conclusions:**

In summary, the work progressed successfully. The initial pursuit of electromechanical actuation effect has been deflected into more fundamental studies of nanocomposite formation, alignment and development of ways of characterizing their properties. The main actuation investigated in detail here was the stimulation by IR radiation. The study focused on underlying mechanism, establishing its dependence on the degree of nanotube alignment in the rubbery matrix.

The grant provided only a small support for a pilot study of preparation and actuation response of new elastomer nanocomposite systems, showing possible directions of future work. However, it enabled the work to proceed and also stimulated active collaboration between our group and that of Dr. R Vaia (WPAFB). Dr. Vaia has visited us in Cambridge this summer. We continue to have an on-going exchange of samples, tests and ideas. With the help of this grant we were able to purchase a sufficient amount of chemical consumables (to enable wider spread of chemical synthesis and material testing, pursuing broader temperature range), finance a major literature investigation and writing of a review article on polymer nanocomposites, and support several overseas visits.

The review, and the short original article outlining the results on IR-stimulated actuation are attached and form a part of this final report (the EOARD support is acknowledged in both publications). There were no subject inventions to declare as defined in FAR 52.227-13, during the performance of this contract.
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Interim Report

This project has a pilot nature, on the one hand, exploring a possibility of active collaboration of our research group with EOARD and (via) the colleagues at Wright-Patterson AFB, on the other – making a focused attempt to explore a novel actuation system based on nematic (or isotropic) elastomer composite with aligned carbon nanotubes.

A brief summary of local grant administration is due. The direct interaction between individual researchers and their sponsors is now complicated by the changing internal procedures within Cambridge University. The central Research Services Division (RSD) is established to monitor and manage the IPR position and control the spending. In some cases, the contract negotiations ensuing between the RSD and the sponsor result in delays. Another aspect relates to the overhead charge, which with EOARD would stand at 70%. With a relatively small grant issued in US dollars (with a current unflavoured exchange rate), to make this effective we had to take a route bypassing the Central University administration. EOARD has offered the contract to the PI personally, which was then passed on into the group internal donation account and used in the most effective way possible. This cannot be a permanent way of business, but ought to be kept in mind as an option for the future.

Background and Aims:

Carbon nanotube composites with polymeric materials represent a surprisingly small (in relative terms) sector of the overall international research effort in nanotechnology. One of the reasons is the lack of quantitative and reproducible ways of CNT dispersion, in solvents or directly in polymer melts. The second major difficulty preventing this field from fast development is the lack of characterisation techniques that would unambiguously monitor the state of CNT dispersion and alignment in the dense matrix. Resolving this, or at least making a systematic starting point for all planned future work, has been the first and the main task of this programme.

Accordingly, our main tasks for this first year have been (and remain):

(A) Develop the robust method of CNT dispersion in amorphous polymeric matrix and a set of quantitative methods to characterise the quality of this dispersion.

(B) Develop a technique for nanotube alignment on the dense polymer matrix, as well as the tools to characterise the degree of this alignment.

(C) Study the mechanical actuation in response to different stimuli: plain heating, IR irradiation, electric field.

In all cases, we have used the isotropic matrix: the archetypical PDMS crosslinkable into a rubber. Even though it was obvious from the outset that the nematic liquid crystal order in the matrix does have a number of particular advantages, we had to establish benchmarks for all effects and develop proper characterisation techniques.
Interim Results:

A1. The main effort and time, as well as consumables, have been spent on the study of CNT dispersing. We have gone systematically through a number of classical methods, from ultrasonic bath and high-power ultrasonic tip mixing, to chemical modification of CNT surface, to plain mixing with a high-rpm shear mixer. The conclusions can be summarised in brief: (i) we decided against ultrasonic methods, whether low- or high-powered, on the grounds that one has no real control over the amount of mechanical energy supplied to system – thus making it impossible to quantify (and in some cases, almost certainly breaking CNTs up in the process); (ii) we decided against a variety of possible surface modifications, since they invariably alter the fundamental properties of CNTs (such as polarisability and bending rigidity); (iii) we decided in favour of shear mixing with a well-controlled rpm, tip radius, vessel gap and the matrix viscosity giving the accurate value of shear stress locally supplied to the CNT vicinity (which is the correct control variable for this process). We were able to generate a plot of characteristic time $t^*$ required for the CNTs to be completely dispersed, vs local shear stress. The most direct way to decrease this mixing time was to reduce the amount of solvent, making the mix of higher viscosity – in this way one can get several orders of magnitude increase in local stress, as opposed to limitations in increasing the mixer rpm. It is also important to note that the mixing time $t^*$ is relatively large in all situations (many hours even in a quite viscous PDMS melt) and that re-aggregation of CNTs is a process starting immediately after the mixing seizes.

A2. In the key plot $t^*(\sigma)$ mentioned above, the criterion of “complete dispersion” is hard to test. This is one of the big challenges in the field of polymer nanocomposites, with no unique solution. We used a combination of SEM/TEM of fractured surfaces (counting exposed CNT concentration), measurement of dielectric constant and of resistivity – all in conjunction with accurate theoretical prediction of the corresponding response for a given loading percentage and the assumption of uniform isotropic dispersion. In practice, this remains an ongoing work because none of the methods in isolation can even theoretically provide a quantitative method of assessing the dispersion.

B. Alignment of CNTs in a nematic elastomer has been easy and reached very high degree. In contrast, our initial expectation, that stretching the PDMS composite before crosslinking would produce a strong alignment has not been confirmed. This was the main method: after the proper mixing ($t>t^*$) the polymer was quickly doped with the crosslinker+initiator mixture. Having previously timed the rate of the crosslinking reaction, we took the gel at about 50% crosslinking, stretched by 50-100% and then allowed to crosslink fully. This is a method of choice in producing the best monodomain nematic elastomers. However, although the
resulting composite PDMS rubber was very clearly birefringent (fig.2), the CNTs were not aligned to a great degree. Fig.3 shows a typical X-ray image with very little azimuthal bias. The two results do not contradict each other: the birefringence is a much more sensitive technique and the value (0.0002) is very low, comparing with what one could expect for well-aligned highly polarisable CNTs. Note that X-ray characterisation is also a challenge because we need to have a low CNT loading (to avoid percolation and conductivity), which gives only a weak contrast. We now plan to examine several new alignment methods (such as fiber drawing, or electric field), as well as return back to nematic elastomer nanocomposites where the alignment is assured.

C. Before proceeding to the main target of this project, the electrically stimulated actuation, we had to examine the response of PDMS nanocomposites to other stimuli. First of all – to reassure ourselves that we understand the mechanisms of CNT interaction with the matrix.

Subjecting our materials to a mild IR radiation we found the first unexpected result. Fig.4 shows (for a nanocomposite with 1wt% CNT loading, initially non-aligned) that the material has a significant “thermal” expansion (of 2-3%). Thermal is in quotes because although IR induces the temperature increase (which we detect), a control experiment when the same temperature increase is provided (in the oven) gives at least an order of magnitude less response. Clearly the IR (electromagnetic) radiation interacts with CNTs directly, and not via random molecular motion of heat. Needless to say that a control sample (with no CNTs) had no noticeable response to IR.

The second remarkable aspect of the data shown in Fig.4 is that when the same nanocomposite is subjected to a certain pre-strain before IR irradiation, the response changes qualitatively. After a crossover (at ~10% pre-strain), we begin to see the increasing uniaxial contraction of nanocomposite along the axis of pre-strain. The magnitude of this relative contraction reaches 5-10% in different materials. This crossover effect is reproduced, albeit with a much lower amplitude, on plain heating. Our current assumption, which goes into the theoretical model that describes this phenomenon, is that on pre-straining we induce an increasing degree of CNT alignment. Aligned nanotubes respond to IR (and other excitations) in a certain coherent way – effectively reducing their length by a significant factor (~30-50% is required for each tube to produce the macroscopic effect shown in Fig.4). We believe the startling results
of nematic nanocomposite response to electric field were due to this good alignment as well.

To quantify this effect, Fig. 5 shows the collection of data for a series of PDMS nanocomposites. Two things become obvious: that on increasing the CNT loading the effect is enhanced and that the crossover from stimulated expansion to contraction occurs at the same pre-strain of the order 10%. The first fact seems natural, but in practice one cannot increase the loading too much: on high loading above percolation threshold the response changes dramatically once again. The universal crossover is a good new, supporting our idea that the induced alignment (tubes rotate affinely with the imposed macro-deformation) is the explanation. Apparently there is critical value of (low) induced CNT order above, which the material behaves as a contractile actuator while below which it is expanding on IR stimulus.

Conclusions:

The work progresses successfully. The current grant provides only a small support for a pilot study of nanocomposites showing possible directions of future work. However, it enabled the work to proceed and also stimulated active collaboration between our group and that of Dr. R Vaia (WPAFB). Dr. Vaia has visited us in Cambridge this summer. We continue to have an on-going exchange of samples, tests and ideas. The final report will probably give more information than in this interim report, with perhaps certain parameters improved. We hope to derive a model of what happens to each nanotube on the stimulus signal and also have the electric field stimulation investigated. However, it is clear that a longer and more involved research is needed to achieve a qualitative breakthrough we hope for. Two figures below indicate how much we do not understand (and do not expect) in CNT nanocomposites, even on a basic level of PDMS.

Fig.5  Aggregate plot of response at different pre-strain and CNT loading. Clearly the composite is more sensitive at higher loading, but also note the crossover universality.

Fig.6  Young and Shear moduli of PDMS nanocomposites as function of loading. We associate the non-monotonic behaviour with the spontaneous CNT alignment into the Onsager nematic phase, cf. Fig.7.

Fig.7 Spontaneously ordered nematic ‘droplet’ seen in an initially homogeneous composite (with no crosslinking), when the tendency to phase separate and re-aggregate creates regions of higher CNT concentration (exceeding the Onsager threshold).
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Abstract
We review the current state of the polymer-nanotube composites field. The article first covers key points in carbon nanotube preparation and physical properties, then focusing in greater detail on questions of dispersion, alignment and stabilization of nanotubes in a polymer matrix. Particular attention is paid to the types and quality of nanotubes used in composites. Physical properties of such materials are summarized along with possible production routes. We then focus on the emerging trends in polymer-nanotube actuators, in particular, electrically and photo-stimulated, and discuss their possible actuation mechanisms.
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1 Introduction

The concept of nanoscience is older than many would otherwise think. It was Richard Feynman, who first suggested in the celebrated lecture in 1959 that there is no fundamental objection to manipulating matter on the atomic scale, making for “plenty of room at the bottom” [1]. The now fashionable word *nanotechnology* was conceived by Norio Taniguchi in 1974. A number of excellent monographs, over the years, have formulated the key ideas of this field [2, 3, 4]. So what exactly is nanoscience? An initial thought might be the science of very small objects, about a billionth of a meter dimensionally. Interestingly, size alone is not enough. Control of the properties at this length scale is also important. A very good example of such a system is the carbon nanotube. This review will explore some properties and dimensional dependence of such tubes, as well as explain their role when added to a continuous polymer matrix to form polymer-nanotube composites.

Composites as a class of materials have existed for many millennia and are prevalent in both nature and among engineering materials. Basically, a definition of a classical composite is a continuous system with inhomogeneity on the length scales that are much larger than atomic (to allow us to use the equations of classical physics), but are essentially homogeneous macroscopically. A number of substantial monographs illuminate this field of study, e.g. [5, 6].

The practice of creating synthetic polymer based composites originates from pioneering work undertaken in the 1970’s, mostly in military-based research, on carbon fibre reinforced thermosets and thermoplastics. Perhaps the most famous of these materials is carbon fibre composite; it has been in use for more than three decades and many reviews and books have appeared in the field [7, 8, 9, 10]. There has always been an interest in carbon in its fibrous form due to its covalent in-plane bonding, considered amongst the strongest in
nature, imparting a great deal of structural strength. It is essentially the same
bonding regime as found in individual graphene sheets within graphite. Carbon
fiber is an ideal reinforcing agent in aerospace composites due to its strength to
weight ratio and currently leads the way in advanced composites in service.

But what would make an ideal fibre? Issues of processability and cost effec-
tive production aside, the perfect fibre would have to be free of defects and
posses a structure akin to single-crystal graphite. Carbon fibres currently in
use contain large amounts of structural defects and impurities along the surface
which largely disables their ability to achieve strength, toughness and conduc-
tivities approaching their theoretical limit.

An ideal nanometer sized fibre would also raise the possibility of having
a quasi-one-dimensional structure embedded in the continuous elastic matrix,
which would be of immense benefit to fundamental scientific research, for ex-
ample, testing a multitude of physical phenomenon that are dimensionally cor-
related [11]. Normal carbon fibre are much greater in size, rendering them
less than perfect for idealized structural studies. Additionally, other types of
fibres and devices can be fabricated to create semi-one-dimensional systems us-
ing semiconductor nanolithographic techniques (amongst others) but even these
processes are limited to making structures ∼50nm in width [11]. Compare this
length-scale with that of an sp³ hybridized carbon bond which is an order of
magnitude less and can thus create structures which truly approximate one-
dimensional topologies. The discovery of fullerenes [12] certainly made this a
reality and paved the way for more exotic nanometer scale structures based
around the C-C sp³ and sp² hybridized bonds.

The most celebrated of these exotic nanometer scaled structures is a tube
made of carbon with a acicular single crystal structure much like a tubular ver-
sion of fullerene, termed carbon nanotubes. The seminal paper by Iijima [13] in
1991 is widely regarded as having introduced and started the nanotube revolution. However, it is interesting to note that the first patent regarding nanotubes was registered as early as in 1987 by Hyperion [14]. Furthermore, the first images of a nanotube were produced by Endo back in 1975 [15] though at the time, it was not given any thought or focus. Clearly, nanotubes were discovered before 1991 but it was only after Iijima's work that global scientific attention was rightly turned to these curious allotropes of carbon.

Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were first reported in 1991 [13] but the single-wall variety of nanotubes was theorized in 1992 [16] with experimental confirmation of its existence following soon after [17, 18, 19]. Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) can be thought of as a single graphene sheet rolled up to form a hollow cylinder, see Fig. 1, with diameters ranging from 0.3 to around 10nm. Concentric cylinders, each one wrapped around the tube before it, form the MWNTs. The properties of the tubes border that of a perfect graphite fibre and the dimensions bridge the length-scales from individual Buckminster fullerene to the more widely used micron-sized fibres.

A prudent question arises at this point – why are carbon nanotubes so important both for fundamental research and industrial applications? The unique structure (discussed in greater depth in section 2) leads to some remarkable properties which have only reached a more mature understanding in the last five years. For example, the individual mechanical strength of a nanotube is greater than Fe, while its density is lower than Al, but it retains thermal stability at 1400°C in vacuum [21]. The tubes can have different crystallinities which in turn decides whether they are superconducting [22], conducting, semiconducting or insulating [23]. The crystal structure, diameter and defect geometry also affects the mechanical properties of the tubes. Current literature is divided as to the exact Young modulus value (nor can there be an unambiguous defi-
Figure 1: **Classification of carbon nanotubes:** (a) armchair, (b) zigzag, and (c) chiral nanotubes. From the figure it can be seen that the orientation of the six-membered ring in the honey-comb lattice relative to the axis of the nanotube can be taken almost arbitrarily [20]. Reproduced with permission from Imperial College Press.
nition of the modulus and quasi-continuous elasticity for such a small object). However, carbon nanotubes are widely regarded as having modulus values in the tera-Pa range and a tensile strength $\sim 150\text{GPa}$ (cf. steel $\sim 1.5\text{GPa}$).

The actual arena of nanotube-polymer composites was first introduced by Ajayan et al. in 1994 [24]. Though that work was initially directed toward aligning the tubes in any given medium, it proved an important milestone demonstrating the proof of concept and together with other early work [25, 26, 27, 28] showed that the remarkable properties indigenous to the tubes could be transferred to the local polymer matrix. Another interesting avenue of research involves manipulation of the tube chemistry which also presents the opportunity to develop multifunctional composites with tailored physical properties. By the end of 2003, 59 out of 152 nanotube patents existed in relation to nanotube composites, their processability and production [29].

Since the early work from 1994-98 and thereafter, an explosion of literature and scientific debate has surfaced. Much has been garnered from nanotechnological (nanotech) research, especially in the period 1999-2004, with around 10 papers a week currently appearing in relation to polymer-nanotube composites alone. This chapter deals with some of the fundamental information discovered in the last 10 years. It is an attempt to distill the collected knowledge/information into a useable format and should prove useful for beginners as well as more experienced scientists and engineers who would like to have all the works collected in one place.

For this purpose, we explore the nanotube fundamentals in depth before embarking on a survey of their properties, both electrical and mechanical. Additionally, fabrication techniques for production of individual nanotubes are briefly reviewed. However, our main focus is on the behavior and properties of nanotubes dispersed in polymer matrices. Therefore we also review aspects of pro-
duction and processing of polymer-nanotube composites along with nanotube dispersion and alignment in the matrix. Having discussed how to make good quality composites, the final section focuses on the emerging field of polymer-nanotube actuator materials. We use this opportunity to demonstrate an exciting example of what is possible with active nano-composites, above and beyond improvements in existing carbon fibre technologies. It is hoped that this chapter will provide stimulating insight into the nanotube composite field and furthermore, motivate researchers in academia and industry toward improvement of existing materials and discovery of innovative new ones.

2 Carbon Nanotube Fundamentals

It is worth spending some time discussing the basic science and characteristics of carbon nanotubes. What is it about these carbon structures which makes them so special? Let us first take the more simple theoretical case of a single wall carbon nanotube pictured in Fig. 1. It can be thought of as a layer of graphite, a graphene sheet, that has been rolled up to form a cylinder with axial symmetry along the long axis of the tube. Diameters can range from 0.3nm [30] to around 10nm [20]. By comparison, the length of the cylinder can reach into the millimeter scale thus harnessing aspect ratios of \( \approx 10^5 - 10^6 \). Many research scientists thus use SWNTs to approximate 1-dimensional systems for use in dimensionally constricted experiments.

The other general class of nanotubes is the multi-walled variety (MWNT). For a MWNT one should try to envisage the conformal mapping of a finite number of graphene layers onto themselves [11, 13], much like Russian dolls, each one containing smaller versions of itself. The graphene layers are coaxially arranged around the central axis of the tube with a constant separation between the layers of 0.339nm [31]. Generically, we see that two general classes
of nanotubes exist which are not mutually exclusive but rather one is the natural evolution of the other (SWNT becoming MWNT by incorporation of more shells around the primary/1st hollow core).

A further and more useful distinction can be made when closer attention is given to the arrangement of the carbon hexagons. (By hexagon, we mean the 6-membered carbon ring.) The hexagons of carbon are themselves completely intact except for distortions brought by the curvature of the nanotube as can be seen in Fig. 1. This highlights an important characteristic of nanotubes – the 'helicity' of the honeycomb lattice with respect to the tube axis [13, 32].

Within each graphene plane, the carbon atoms have a hexagonal symmetry due to the six-membered ring. When the lattice is curved to form a tube, the edges of the plane which carry unoccupied bonding sites (so-called dangling bonds) need to pair with available sites.\(^1\) The way in which the edges pair up leads to a wide selection of possible crystallographic orientations of the surface hexagons. Thus, the helicity of a tube refers to a crystallographic parameter which in itself is a measure of the departure from 'normal' orientation of the ring arrays with respect to the tube axis [11].

In a SWNT, helicity is observed using electron diffraction techniques to register the signature \((hk\theta)\) spots that originate from the top and bottom of the tube. For a multi-walled tube, constant inter-layer separation of continuous tubes is an additional constraint requiring each cylinder to have its own helicity. Though different \((hk\theta)\) spots appear for differing helicities, MWNTs generally show a smaller number of sets of observed spots than the number of layers. This suggests a number of layers in a MWNT have the same helicity [11].

 Armed thus with an understanding of the helical property of nanotubes, we can look at the periodic arrangement in structure along the tube axis and more

---

\(^1\)The argument presented here is simplistic at best – one must always be mindful of the delocalized nature of electron distributions in \(\sigma\) and \(\pi\)-bonded systems such as these.
efficiently characterize our nanotubes. A single tube can primarily be classified as achiral (symmorphic) or chiral (non-symmorphic). See [33] for the review of chirality, formally defined by Pasteur and Kelvin as the difference between an object and its mirror image, from the physics and engineering standpoint. Only two kinds of achiral nanotubes are found to exist - ‘armchair’ and ‘zigzag’ tubes. The names refer to the arrangement of hexagons around the circumference of the tube, Fig. 1(a,b). In practice, it is believed that most carbon nanotubes do not form these highly symmetric achiral structures, instead preferring to form chiral formations whose mirror image cannot be superimposed on the original tube. It is the inherent chirality of the nanotubes which leads to such a range of geometries and thus properties of the individual tubes and the subsequent composite they make up. Understanding the chirality fully can help characterize composite behavior from the nanoscale through to the macro-scale properties.

To this end, one needs to define a chiral vector, $C_h$. This is a Bravais lattice vector defined in terms of two primitive lattice vectors $\mathbf{a}_1, \mathbf{a}_2$ and a pair of integer indices, $(n,m)$.

$$\mathbf{a}_1 = (\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}a, a), \quad \mathbf{a}_2 = (\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}a, -\frac{a}{2})$$

(1)

$$C_h = n\mathbf{a}_1 + m\mathbf{a}_2 \equiv (n, m), \quad \text{where} \quad 0 < |m| < n$$

(2)

Figure 2 contains the vector representation leading to the definition of the chiral vector. Consider the tube axis denoted by the vector $\overrightarrow{OB}$ and the section perpendicular to the tube axis denoted by $\overrightarrow{OA}$. By trying to ‘roll-up’ the honeycomb sheet so that the crystallographic equivalent sites O and A coincide (and B and B’ coincide) a model tube can be constructed. Therefore, it can be seen that an armchair nanotube corresponds to the case where $n=m$, i.e. $C_h=(n,n)$.

---
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---

2Remembering that a the C–C bond is 1.44Å for nanotubes
A zigzag tube will be denoted by $C_h = (n,0)$ (the case where $m=0$). All other $(n,m)$ chiral vectors denote chiral tubes. Furthermore, the diameter of a carbon nanotube (given by $\pi d_t = L$ where $L$ is the circumference of the tube) can be calculated by:

$$d_t = \frac{|C_h|}{\pi} = \frac{\sqrt{C_h \cdot C_h}}{\pi} = \frac{a \sqrt{n^2 + m^2 + nm}}{\pi}$$

For a more detailed treatment of the translational and rotational vectors, the reader is directed towards [20]. Matters can be slightly more complicated if one considers nanotubes with changing helicity along the tube axis [34]. Generally, SWNTs remain straight and relatively defect free for most of the tube length until the ends are reached where cones and polyhedral cap structures occur due to the presence of pentagonal defects [11]. Nanotubes with diameters $<2\text{nm}$ tend to be more structurally perfect (fewer defects) than tubes with $d_t >2\text{nm}$. Thus, MWNTs which always have larger diameters are relatively
more densely populated with defects along the tube axis as has been exper-
imentally observed [35, 36]. As will be discussed in section 3, it should be noted
that defects can be removed with suitable heat treatments.

As it stands, knowledge of $C_h$ and thus $d_t$ are enough to derive many if
not all the properties of individual SWNTs and to some degree, MWNTs. The
helicity information contained in $C_h$ can be used as an indexing scheme for
different nanotubes and it is this unique feature, indigenous to carbon nanotube
structures, which in part makes them so special.

What are the physical properties of the nanotubes, that secure their special
place (and early entry) into the Hall of Fame of material science, and how do
they arise?

2.1 Electronic Properties

Transport properties of nanotubes widely vary depending on the type of tube,
its chirality and method of production. The problem of variation in electrical
property values is compounded by non-standardized measurement methods and
poorly defined material in the literature. However, this sections attempts to
give an idea of current theoretical and experimental understanding of the elec-
tronic properties of nanotubes with an emphasis on qualitative understanding
as oppose to quantitative numbers.

Though it may seem academic, understanding the different types of transport
phenomenon is also of considerable importance so that a better appreciation of
nanotube behavior can be garnered. This becomes especially evident when
nanotube-polymer composites are manufactured - the electrical behavior of the
composite can be strongly non-linear or even quantized in differing situations.

Let us first consider a normal every-day electric wire. This would be a classi-
cal conductor that obeys Ohm’s law. The material properties, such as resistivity
and conductivity, do not vary with physical properties of the macroscopic system such as length or applied voltage. However, as the size of the wire is reduced to the nanometer scale, quantum effects become more significant. At this scale, the characteristic length of electron motion is suppressed, leading to quantization effects on conductivity. At the nanoscale, electrons demonstrate more of their inherent wave-like qualities, thus classical theories break down and a more detailed quantum picture is desirable. Three main characteristic lengths arise:

- The mean free path or momentum relaxation length, \((L_m)\)
- The Fermi wavelength, \(\lambda_F = 2\pi/k_F\)
- The phase relaxation length\(^3\), \((L_\phi)\)

Detailed theoretical discussion of these terms can be found elsewhere (see for example monographs [7, 37]) - what is important to remember is that in transport experiments, only electrons that exist near the Fermi energy contribute to the transport phenomenon. Thus, along with other characteristic lengths (not mentioned here, but listed in [20]) three characteristic transport regimes can be identified:

- **Ballistic transport**: single electron conduction with neither phase nor momentum relaxation. \(L_m\) and \(L_\phi\) are large relative to the physical dimensions of the system.

- **Diffusive transport**: in this regime many elastic scattering events occur but \(L_\phi \gg L_m\) hence the wavefunction is localized.

- **Classical transport**: momentum and phase relaxation occur more often as \(L_m\) and \(L_\phi\) are small relative to system dimensions. Electron is considered to behave as a particle.

\(^3\)This term refers to the length over which an electron will retain its coherence as a wave.
With the basic transport phenomenon defined, we can turn our attention to single-walled carbon nanotubes - a good approximation of a one-dimensional system. The first electrical measurements were made in 1997-1998 [38, 39, 40, 41] with a host of papers following thereafter, including useful review articles [42, 43, 44]. Theoretical reasoning which has since been reinforced with experimental data concludes that SWNTs can be either superconducting, metallic or semiconductors. Their electrical properties are known to exceed the best metals or semiconductors known given the right conditions.

These extraordinary electrical properties originate from the unique electronic structure found in graphene. If we model the graphene structure as a two-dimensional (2D) system and roll it up to form a nanotube as described in section 2, it can be seen that the wave vectors along the circumferential direction become quantized due to periodic boundary conditions (\(k_\perp = 2\ell/d_t\), where \(d_t\) is the tube diameter and \(\ell\) an integer) while wave vectors along the tube axis remain continuous [45]. This results in a one-dimensional (1D) metal or semiconductor structure being created. Predominantly metallic or semiconductor properties are decided by how the electron momentum states compare with the preferred directions for conduction. In essence, SWNTs and MWNTs are metallic or semiconducting depending on their helicity indices (n,m). If n-m is a multiple of 3 (e.g. (6,3), (18,9) etc) then the tube is said to be metallic [46]. All other permutations of the (n,m) indices represent semiconducting nanotubes. Statistically, for a random sample, one in three tubes are metallic with the rest being semiconducting. Recent reports claim to be able to bias this production probability as briefly discussed in section 3. The SWNT has an associated bandgap in most directions in k-space, but due to it vanishing in certain directions, creates a zero-bandgap semiconductor [47]. A significant property of semiconducting nanotubes is that their bandgap, \(E_g\) is proportional
to the outer tube diameter and found to scale with it, $E_g \sim (0.9\text{eV})/d_t$ [48]. A metallic nanotube will differ due to two 1D subbands spanning the gap that have a low but constant density of states at the Fermi level. This is why SWNTs in particular are regarded as 1D metals and are the subject of ongoing research.

Having discussed some of the more theoretical aspects, it is worth focussing on the experimental observations of electrical properties of nanotubes. The first transport property measurements were actually made on bundles of MWNTs by Langer et al. in 1994 using gold contacts attached by lithographic techniques [49]. The experimental data suggested, for the first time, a temperature dependence of the resistance that fitted a simple two-band semi-metal model. This was followed by other works confirming the thermally activated electrical behavior with $E_g$ ranging from 6 to 240meV [50]. Electrical conductivity experiments on aligned multi-walled bundles have also demonstrated that the structures behave as conducting rods exhibiting anisotropic transport properties in respect to different alignment formations [51, 52, 53, 54].

However, it should be noted that in the early days of reporting electrical properties of both single and multi-walled nanotubes, huge variations in reported numbers would exist. For example, metallic SWNTs were quoted as having resistances ranging from $\sim 6k\Omega$ to many M$\Omega$. This variation is in large part due to the differing contact resistances between measurement electrodes and the tubes themselves. As experimental techniques have evolved, conductance values have approached the theoretical limit ($G=4e^2/h$) predicted for a ballistic nanotube [55, 56, 57]. (The best contacts are thought to involve evaporating Au or Pd over the tube followed by an annealing step [47].) The 1D ballistic conductor effect has been directly observed in defect-free arc-produced metallic MWNTs and catalytically produced SWNTs at room temperature [55, 29]. The accompanying minimal resistance is around 6.5k$\Omega$, which is thought to be unavoidable.
– a product of the coupling of the two conducting subbands in the nanotubes with the leads [29]. Doping may affect resistance by biasing subbands near the Fermi level but it also has knock-on affects on the scattering properties. In arc-produced MWNTs, the current flows over the outer layer only. This is because when the top layer is metallic the next layer underneath is statistically more likely to be semiconducting (in two out of three cases). Additionally, transport properties perpendicular to the tube axis is strongly suppressed due to the reciprocal space arguments outlined above. It is also worth noting that catalytically produced MWNTs are diffusive conductors with resistance per micron length \( \sim 1 \text{M}\Omega \) due to disordered behavior originating from the higher number of defects this processing technique imparts [58]. A detailed assessment of processing of the tubes themselves is found in section 3.

A reasonable and widely accepted method to determine the conductivity mechanism (and therein all associated electrical phenomenon) is by using direct 4-probe measurements as outlined in [59]. Dai et al. and Thess et al. were amongst the first to show that geometric differences such as the chiral vector \( (C_h) \) and thus tube diameter \( (d_t) \) as well as surface defects all directly effect the electronic response of a nanotube [58, 60].

Indeed, the presence of defects can vastly change the electronic behavior of both single and multi-walled tubes. For nanotubes, surface defects occur in the form of additional pentagon or heptagon configurations in an otherwise dominantly hexagonal network. This can cause an otherwise metallic nanotube conductor to behave as a semiconductor as the bend caused by the presence of the defects can transform a tubes network arrangement from zigzag to armchair. Terrones et al. were the first to demonstrate 30°-bent MWNTs [61]. This can be clearly seen from Fig. 3. These bent structures were theoretically investigated and found to have metal-metal as well as metal-semiconductor junctions due to
Figure 3: **Structural defects that occur in nanotubes:** (a) TEM image of a $30^\circ$-bent MWCNT produced using arc-discharge techniques; (b) molecular model of a $30^\circ$-bent nanotube - two different electronic properties (e.g. semiconductor and metallic conductor) are possible [66]. Reproduced with permission from Annual Reviews.

single pentagon-heptagon pairs within the tube [62, 63, 64, 65]. These properties give rise to the possibility of constructing nano-switches [43, 66]. Gathering data on defects is a field unto itself but very recent strides have been made in directly imaging defect structures on nanotube specimens which adds weight to the growing body of evidence regarding the role of defects on the electronic behavior of the tubes [67].

It is clear that electrical properties and the electronic response of nanotubes still needs further development but a clear underlying understanding of the physics has been achieved over the last twelve or so years. The important mechanisms for transport in these systems has been outlined here. A good appreciation of transport phenomenon in individual and bundled tubes allows for
a better understanding of the electrical behavior of tubes in polymer matrices which is addressed in subsequent sections of this chapter. Other exciting subjects, not mentioned here, include the photon emission from nanotubes leading to the development of field-emission displays [29], as well as new mechanisms of superconductivity in nanotubes – see the review [66].

2.2 Mechanical Properties

After the experience in other composite materials, briefly mentioned in the Introduction, there is widespread interest in using nanotubes for the reinforcement of composites due to the apparent excellent mechanical properties they themselves possess. We have seen that carbon nanotubes have some curious electronic properties which range from classical to non-linear quantized responses. However, questions arise about what mechanical properties could develop from such unique 1D structures? Can these mechanical properties be modified and what role do defects play in such structures?

There is no developed answer to any of these questions as it remains the focus of intense ongoing research at the time of writing. However, if we first investigate the bonding regime found in nanotubes, a better understanding of their mechanical behavior might be gleaned.

The C=C sp² hybridized covalent bond in graphite and nanotubes is one of the strongest bonds known to man. It forms due to the hybridization of the available 2s¹, 2pₓ and 2pᵧ orbitals, thus creating the σ-bonded skeleton of the honeycomb lattice. The 2pᶻ orbital is left unhybridized allowing formation of the π-bond structure leading to the well-known delocalized π electron arrangement. The stability of the delocalized π-system along with the σ-bonded honeycomb provides a rich territory for theoreticians and experimentalists to investigate.

It should be clear that three fundamental forces exist in this type of bonding
regime: the $\sigma$-bonding force and the $\pi$-bonding force between the carbon-carbon bonds, as well as additional weaker interlayer van der Waals forces. The three forces differ by orders of magnitude but are nonetheless important in describing the full elastic properties of nanotubes.

Let us first consider a single graphene layer and treat it as an elastic sheet. Rolling it up to form a single-walled nanotube allows us to see that the total energy of the nanotube is increased by the strain energy, $E_\sigma$, due to curvature of the tube. SWNTs with very small diameters are known to be less stable than larger diameters due to an increasing strain energy term with decreasing tube diameter ($E_\sigma \propto 1/d^2$) [68]. This does not mean however that tubes with certain chirality will form more readily over others, as the abundance of nanotubes is controlled by the initial formation of the end cap of the tube [36]. There is only a weak dependence of the strain energy on chirality (i.e. the fine topology of the sheet rolling) and this is probably due to the chirality-dependent directions of the $\sigma$ and $\pi$ bonds [68, 20]. Hence, a simple linear continuum model treatment of the mechanical behavior of nanotubes is used throughout the literature. To this end, single-walled tubes have been modelled as simple cantilever beams, with varying success, to determine the the intrinsic Young modulus, $Y$ (see [69, 70, 71]). A more rigorous and direct approach has been adopted by Treacy et al. involving the measurement of thermal vibration of individual tubes as a function of temperature [72] and statistically weighting the data using the Boltzmann distribution. They find $Y \sim 1$TPa.

Nanotubes are essentially strong and resilient like their carbon fibre and other larger graphitic cousins, but only in specific directions. As mentioned, SWNTs have a $Y \sim 1000$GPa while tensile strength is thought to be around 150-180GPa c.f. steel $\sim 1.5$GPa ([73, 29, 72]. Additionally, and perhaps not so obviously, is the ability of single-walled tubes in particular to reversibly buckle
under a load applied perpendicular to the tube axis. The load need not be very large. They are in essence flexible structures because of their hollow core thus large and mostly reversible bending is observed while the $\sigma$-bonded skeleton remains unbroken when stress is applied perpendicular to the long axis of the tube. [69, 71, 74]. This is not to be confused with the presence of defects along the tube axis which have their own set of implications for the mechanical behavior of SWNTs. Defects can arise during straining of a SWNT: in this instance, nanotubes are thought to be able to elongate by $\sim$30% [75, 76] with a breaking strength of 55GPa [77] due to the formation of Stone-Wales pair dislocations [78]. What is important to remember is that the $\sigma$-bonded hexagonal lattice, which is further deformed due to the inherent curvature of the tube, provides one of the most mechanically stable structures. The Stone-Wales defects seemingly prompt the fracture of nanotubes [78]. Experimentally, it has been shown that the defects can lead to the breakage of the outer shells only in MWNT specimens [79].

It must be noted that the $\sigma$ bonds do not provide high strength alone – they act in conjunction with the delocalized $\pi$-system originating from the $2p_z^1$ unhybridised orbital. The $\pi$-system does not in itself contribute vastly to the overall strength of a single-walled nanotube. However, the effect of the $\pi$ electrons on the elastic properties do need to be considered. In a single-walled nanotube (and thus in an individual shell of a MWNT) the $\pi$ electrons occupy only half the valence energy band. This is thus analogous to a 1D metal with only half the valence band occupied. The energy bands are unstable should a distortion be applied causing the unit cell to increase by a factor of 2. In $k$-space, this amounts to halving the reciprocal space available. This leads to the formation of an energy gap at the Fermi energy at the zone boundary of the reduced Brillouin zone. This phenomenon is known as the Peierls instability. It occurs
predominantly for partially filled bands which have been distorted causing the lower energy bands to become occupied and the higher bands to remain empty. This ultimately leads to a lowering of the energy of the system. The Peierls instability manifests itself as the bond alternation or Kekulé structure in neutral nanotubes [80, 81, 82]. In essence, a Peierls instability will cause the transition of a metallic nanotube to become semiconducting.

However, for the instability to exist, a distortion has to occur to cause it. The distortion only appears if the electron-phonon coupling constant is strong enough [83, 84, 85]. It is found that, in theory, an energy gap does form when a Peierls distortion is placed on the shell of the nanotube due to the $\pi$ electrons experiencing the Peierls instability effect. The energy gap scales with the strength of the electron-phonon interaction. This would have some significant effects on the electrical and mechanical properties of the tubes. However, it is also found that the energy gap approaches zero quickly as diameter is increased. Direct experimental observation has not been possible to date but recent indirect measurements of electron-electron interaction have successfully shown that Peierls instability plays a significant role on the properties of nanotubes when $d_t < \sim 1.5\text{nm}$ [86, 87]. In most situations, the energy gap formed due to the Peierls instability is very small. Hence, the number of metallic and semiconducting tubes is chirality dependent (as outlined in section 2.1) and almost independent of lattice deformation [20, 88].

Having discussed a single shell in some detail, we now turn to the elastic properties of multi-walled nanotubes. The behavior of MWNTs is very different to their single-walled variety, because we now have concentric cylinders wrapped around a central core with each cylinder interacting with the others around it. Load transfer from one shell to the next has to be accounted for. Inter-wall cohesion may also have a strong influence on the stiffness properties of
the MWNT [89]. Theoretically, this becomes a much more difficult system to model, and computationally expensive as well.

The Young modulus for MWNTs with $d_t < 5\text{nm}$ is around 1000GPa [90]. Tensile strength is reported around 150GPa [29, 89, 91]. Fracture toughness of nanotubes has yet to be unambiguously determined. Quantitative values of mechanical properties listed in the literature fluctuate due to the various types of testing regimes used, many of which have been created for the unique conditions of a particular experiment. Thus, it is difficult to compare modulus values from various reports. The numbers listed here are guideline values at best.

As the diameters of MWNTs become larger relative to the central hollow core, the tubes begin to exhibit the mechanical properties of graphite. As the outer diameter increases beyond 10-20nm, the multi-walled tube takes the shape of a hexagonal pillar, similar to faceting in carbon fibers [7]. (However, this is not generally found in pyrolytically grown MWNTs [20].) For MWNTs with $d_t < 12\text{nm}$, the effective bending modulus is very large, $\sim 1\text{TPa}$ [73]. This figure drops considerably to $\sim 100\text{GPa}$ as diameter increases. Electron microscopy images of larger multi-walled tubes have also shown buckling/rippling distortions along the inner arc of bent nanotubes suggesting a possible strain relaxation mechanism [71, 73]. These experiments suggest MWNTs can reversibly withstand large lateral deformations and are thus easier to bend than they are to elongate [92]. The shape of the stress-strain curve for MWNTs is complex and still requires a deeper theoretic understanding [79, 90].

It is clear that nanotubes possess some outstanding mechanical properties due to the nature of their $\sigma$-bonded hexagonal lattice and the geometry inherent in their formation. For very small tubes ($d_t < 5\text{nm}$), the delocalized $\pi$ electrons can participate in the Peierls instability, but on the most part this is a very small effect and has little significance to the mechanical stability of the tube.
A good review of the most up to date mechanical analysis can be found in [92] and [93], but it is clear that the exact numbers have yet to be decided due to inconsistencies and difficulties in experimental techniques due to the length-scales upon which the experiments need to be conducted.

3 Forming/Production of Carbon Nanotubes

It is important to look at the available production routes of nanotubes as the method of production has a drastic influence on the properties of tubes, as has been seen in section 2, and hence the composite. The methods outlined here are suggestive at best and the reader is also reminded that there currently exists an ever-growing number of commercial outlets from which to acquire nanotubes. A word of caution here: carbon nanotubes, like their diamond allotrope cousins, can range in price from the prohibitively expensive to the reasonably cheap. The more expensive nanotubes will often be research grade materials with very few defects. Contrastingly, cheaper tubes will be littered with defects and may not even have hollow cores [29]. The variety of production techniques leads to a range in quality of the nanotubes. With no approved set of standard practice guidelines, this is an issue the nanotechnology industry has yet to resolve at the time of writing. It is also one of the key reasons that quantitative experimental measurements produced from different labs are sometimes difficult to compare with any real precision. Because of these difficulties, it is increasingly important to have at least a basic grasp of the synthesis routes used in nanotube formation. Summarized below are the main techniques currently used for production of single and multi-walled nanotubes.

There are three primary synthesis routes for nanotube formation; electric arc-discharge [94], laser ablation/vaporisation [95], and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [96]. All of these umbrella techniques are discussed in limited detail.
below. Other methods such as electrolysis and solar production are not considered as they are not thought to be commercially viable and there also remains a general lack of information in the literature on these methods. The reader is directed toward [66] for some insight on these techniques.

It should be noted that the arc-discharge and laser vaporization methods have limited application for the manufacture of nanotubes in composites. This is because the manufacturing of nanotube-polymer composites requires large quantities of nanotubes. It is not economically viable to manufacture large quantities using such techniques due to their inherent scale-up shortcomings [97]. Arc-discharge and laser ablation are only suitable for laboratory scale production because of the equipment requirements and large energy consumption. In contrast, gas-phase methods (i.e. CVD) have become a very important, if not primary, source of SWNT and MWNT commercial production. The technique allows scaling up to industrial production levels possible. It is also a tried and tested technology in industry with carbon films [98], fibers [99, 100] and composites [101] all being manufactured using CVD for over twenty years [102]. CVD techniques are widely regarded as the key methods with which to pursue commercial nanotube production.

**Electric Arc-Discharge**

Historically, this technique was instrumental in developing nanotube understanding as it was the production method used by Iijima when he first observed multi-walled tubes [13]. In general, the technique involves the use of two high-purity graphite rods (5-20mm diameter) as the anode and cathode. Under a He- or Ar-atmosphere, the rods are brought together with a voltage applied (~20-25V with DC~50-120A). Once a stable arc is obtained, nanotube growth begins with the anode being consumed in the process. The gap between the
anode and cathode is maintained at $\sim 1\text{mm}$ by adjusting the anode position. The nanotubes deposit on the cathode in soft fibrous form, surrounded by a shell of fused material. The technique can be modified to produce SWNTs by the incorporation of electrodes doped with a small amount of metallic catalyst particles (examples include Co, Ni, Fe, Y and Gd) [18, 19, 94, 103, 104].

**Laser Vaporisation/Ablation**

This technique also has some historical significance – Buckminster fullerenes were first synthesized using it [12]. It has since been modified to produce nanotubes [95]. Like the arc-discharge process, it also requires a significant temperature to operate, around $1200^{\circ}\text{C}$. A laser is set-up to vaporize a graphite source/target in a controlled atmosphere oven. Flowing argon gas sweeps the condensed product from the hot-zone in the oven to be collected on a water cooled target downstream [60]. Formation of single-walled tubes is facilitated by doping of the graphite target with Co and Ni catalysts [95, 60].

Control over temperature along with catalyst composition gives some scope in controlling tube diameter distribution and therefore chirality. However the distribution is relatively broad compared to other techniques.

As mentioned before, both arc-discharge and laser ablation techniques are difficult to scale-up as the carbon source is essentially fixed prompting the need to have start-stop production runs with carbon replenishment in-between. These processes yield entangled nanotubes with differing chirality leading to various properties as outlined in section 2. Different types of nanotubes coexist necessitating further and more rigorous purification schemes. For these reasons, the methods are not viable contenders for commercialization and bulk production of nanotubes.
Chemical Vapor Deposition

By contrast, gas-phase techniques are more amenable to continuous production as the carbon source is continually replaced by the flowing gas [97]. A variety of sub-techniques have been developed on the general CVD principle. The idea is to react hydrocarbons such as CH$_4$ or C$_6$H$_6$ in the presence of certain catalysts in a reaction tube at around 1000±200°C with the nanotubes deposited on a substrate. Many groups have had great success in forming SWNTs with the use of CO as the carbon source reacted with organometallic catalysts introduced into the reactor. The organometallic species breaks down at high temperature to form a metal cluster on which SWNTs nucleate and grow [105]. The high-pressure CO (HiPCO) process has been an important milestone in the commercial development of high quality nanotubes. Some members of the original development team have since founded Carbon Nanotechnologies Inc., or CNI, which is one of the leading global producers of nanotubes. Other groups have also had success with methane based CVD [106, 107] and more recently, alcohols such as methanol or ethanol have been used as the carbon source [108, 109]. The methods have shown promising results for the commercial production of nanotubes with the potential to form aligned arrays of individual tubes but their detailed discussion remains outside the scope of this review. Further work has also shown that the gas-phase methods allow for controlled diameters and orientation [97, 102]. To some degree, chirality can also be controlled with a recent development using plasma-enhanced CVD preferentially generating semiconducting nanotubes (>85%) [110]. One very interesting recent development achieved the production of SWNTs with a length of ~4cm leading to an aspect ratio of 6 million using CVD techniques [111]. Even more exciting is that this process suggests an almost limitless ability to grow the length of the tubes which in itself has very significant ramifications for many industries including
What is clear from the last few years of research is that vapor-phase methods for nanotube synthesis are the obvious route for large scale production of tubes. This is an important hurdle crossed with regard to composite applications, as it underlines the ability of industry to produce polymer-nanotube composites with greater economic and technical flexibility. Indeed, as commercial production of nanotubes matures and the optimum conditions are found, it is hoped that the cost of producing composites will decline concurrently allowing polymer-nanotube composites to directly compete with established technologies.

**Quality of a Nanotube Batch**

**Purification**

Unfortunately, nanotube processing does not end once the tubes are produced in bulk form. Impurities in the form of catalyst particles, amorphous carbon and non-tubular fullerenes (amongst others) also form. Thus, the necessity for purification becomes apparent so that the tubes may be separated. To this end, there are a number of techniques available at the laboratory scale with the number of methods available industrially much more limited.

Let us first outline a multi-stage procedure. Once the tubes are produced, catalytic particles, amorphous carbon and other impurities must be removed. The next step is to begin sorting the tubes by a) length, b) metallic/semiconducting properties and c) chirality [112]. It should be emphasized that none of these steps have been completely solved and that purification is still seen as a major industrial bottleneck during nanotube processing and production. Indeed, it is doubtful that a full purification procedure will have such clearly defined stages, rather a more indistinct set of criteria will likely evolve to solve purification problems.
Considering the first step, nearly all purification procedures involve either one of the following or a combination of the following techniques [112]:

- gas/vapor-phase oxidation
- wet chemical oxidation/treatment
- centrifugation
- filtration and/or chromatographic techniques

One example of a proven purification technique is the use of wet chemical oxidation in refluxing diluted nitric acid (2.6M) thus digesting the carbon crosslinks. The crosslinks serve to entangle carbon-coated metal catalysts as well as carbonaceous impurities. The impurities are functionalized by the carboxylic acid surface-functional groups and can then be washed out in a suitable base in which they are soluble [95, 113]. Larger quantities, for example 10g of material, require more complicated procedures involving acid decanting, centrifugation, filtration, ultrasonication and use of surfactants. The process has shown good high quality yields but has yet to be proven outside the laboratory setting. Additionally, the treatment can be considered as rather harsh and hence questions arise as to the damage caused to the local nanotube architecture.

For MWNTs, a more simple process has proven highly successful in purifying the multi-shelled tubes. High temperature oxidation in air, first described by Ebbesen et al. [114], has been a long-standing method by which purification of nanotubes can be achieved. Amorphous carbon and materials with pentagonal defects have a much lower stability than the graphene sheets making up single and multi-walled nanotubes, hence they are removed in this process much quicker. Modification of the technique to purify SWNTs has been more difficult due to the presence of metal catalysts particles which catalyze low-temperature oxidation of carbons chaotically, thus destroying the SWNTs [115, 116]. How-
ever, as this has become better understood, great strides have been made in pu-
rifying SWNTs using the gas-phase oxidative purification regime. Chiang et al. 
subsequently developed the method involving 18 hour low-temperature (225°C) 
cooling of the carbonaceous shells encapsulating the metal particles in a wet 
acid atmosphere. Stirring in HCl gave the normally clear acid a yellow color, 
indicative of Fe dissolution. Finally, they filtered off the acid, dried the product 
and repeated the procedure along with an oxidative bake at 425°C. Though this 
method has proven successful, scalability remains an issue [112].

Another novel and perhaps more scalable purification method has been de-
developed by Eklund et al. [117] whereby SWNTs are microwave heated in air 
followed by a mild HCl acid treatment. However, any and all acid treatment 
based methods should be viewed with caution, especially for SWNTs, as it in-
variably leads to varying degrees of surface alterations. The affect of this is not 
well understood at this time but it is thought that mechanical and electrical 
properties will be degraded. It is well documented in the literature that certain 
types of chemical functionalization of nanotubes introduces sp³ defects that lead 
to degradation of the mechanical strength [118, 119].

There are many purification methods employed in the literature. The ones 
outlined here are amongst the most popular and thus the most proven. No 
one procedure is said to be better than another with all having advantages and 
drawbacks. What has been mentioned above are very general techniques which 
can easily be modified and thus optimized.

Separation

Another stage requiring consideration is the length separation of the tubes once 
formed and purified. The general methods of separation such as chromatog-
raphy, capillary electrophoresis and field-flow fractionation, are not new and 
have been available to chemists investigating other fields for some time now.
Chromatographic techniques are thought to be important for length fractionation of SWNTs<300nm in length [120]. Electrophoresis [121] and field-flow fractionation [122] are more applicable to longer SWNTs [112].

Separation of nanotubes has also been successfully achieved with the use of acid treatments, fluorination and bromination processes. The further use of surfactant allows the tubes to be suspended in various organic media [123, 124, 125, 126].

The separation of metallic and semiconducting nanotubes has also received widespread research focus as the successful separation of the two types would hail huge benefits for many industries. However, only laboratory scale successes have been reported and even then to limiting effect. The details of such methods falls outside the remit of this review, hence the reader is directed toward [112] and references therein for the most up-to-date information on these techniques.

A brief mention of economy here. It is worth considering the balance between time spent manufacturing the tubes using CVD techniques and the time spent purifying them. There are reports suggesting that the production technique alone can output very high quality tubes given careful control of the carbon source and process variables (see for example [108]). To all intents and purposes, this removes the necessity for extensive purification, but can involve costly procedures in doing so. On the other hand, purification can be lengthy and costly in itself. At the time of writing, no one method is dominant in producing high quality nanotubes of a specific type. It is envisaged that preferential growth techniques such as CVD based methods coupled with post-growth treatment and purification is the production route of choice for the foreseeable future.
Testing the Quality

Many commercial outlets have appeared within the last two years offering ‘as-produced’ nanotubes of both the single and multi-walled variety. Little, if any, purification has taken place and yet the tubes will have a purity >95%. (See for example the range offered by Nanostructured and Amorphous Carbon Materials Inc. at http://www.nanoamor.com/products.) This grade of material may be acceptable for many composite applications. However, if more stringent requirements are raised, higher quality tubes are undoubtedly required. Composite specialists must be careful to choose the correct type of nanotube for their needs. At the time of writing, there are no approved standards by which the quality of a nanotube batch can be measured and hence many looking to build composites will need to test the quality of the nanotubes they have themselves.

We can in essence define two parts to the measurement of purity. The first is relatively straightforward - measuring the percentage of transition metal catalyst left over from nanotube production. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is the technique of choice here. A nanotube batch has its weight measured at the start of the experiment. The nanotube sample is then burnt in air at \(\sim 1000^\circ C\) so as to remove all carbonaceous material. The final weight measures the remaining oxidized metal particles. With this information, a measure of the percentage purity as a function of the original sample mass can be calculated.

The second part poses more of a problem – the quantitative measure of carbonaceous material purity i.e. the quantity of nanotubes, as opposed to other carbon-based products such as amorphous and graphitic carbon. Chemically, they are virtually identical thus a probe is needed to scan their physical makeup and distinguish them through their material properties. Historically, the nanotube field has been founded by pioneers in electron microscopy [13, 17] and it is SEM/TEM (scanning and transmission electron microscopy) techniques...
which have led the way in confirming nanotube structure and material purity. However, measuring the purity and thus quality of a nanotube batch requires a flexible technique able to measure the bulk specimen and not picogramm quantities within it, as is the case with microscopy techniques [112].

A standard measure of purity has yet to be developed. Haddon et al. argue that it is necessary to achieve a standard measure and to do this, a characteristic nanotube signal that differentiates it from other carbon impurities needs to be identified by spectroscopic methods. In so doing, a method would be widely available to most research labs which would allow the bulk purity to be analyzed [112]. To date, the only viable technique that fulfils the criteria involves the use of solution (dispersion)-phase near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, the details of which can be found in [127, 128, 129]. However, although spectroscopy of batch samples is widely regarded as the best route forward for industrial quality control, spectroscopic purity testing of nanotube batches still requires further development to move beyond the laboratory.

4 Dispersion Techniques

So now the nanotubes have been processed and purified to an acceptable level. The next stage in production of a composite is to homogenously disperse the tubes into the polymer matrix. There are many benefits of completing such a procedure. Primarily, one needs to ensure the properties of the composite are homogenous throughout. Additionally and perhaps more appropriate to nanotubes, a homogenously dispersed filler in the polymer matrix reduces the possibility of nanotube entanglement which can lead to significant changes in composite behavior. The nanotube aggregation within a polymer system would certainly have a negative impact on its stiffening ability [130]. As yet, the nature of these entanglements and their influence on the composite properties is a little
understood area still requiring a great deal of investigation.

But what actually is dispersion and how exactly does one achieve it with nanotubes? In itself, dispersion is a spatial property whereby the individual components (in this case nanotubes) are spread with the roughly uniform number density throughout the continuous supporting matrix. At very low concentrations, the conditions of an ideal-gas may occur, when the dispersed objects do not see each other (i.e. experience the electrostatic or mechanical influence of neighbors). As is well known from the Onsager treatment of anisotropic suspensions [131], the crossover concentration when, e.g. the rod-like objects start interacting and significantly biasing their pair correlation is inversely proportional to the aspect ratio – and so can be very low indeed for nanotubes. Additionally, the nanotubes must remain in this uniformly dispersed state, and not re-aggregate in spite of the almost inevitable attractive interaction between them. This is an important and delicate point. Early reports in the literature often claimed homogenous dispersions had been achieved, when in truth only dispersions of aggregates of tubes had been established. True dispersion of individual tubes still required greater experimentation.

There are many routes of initial tube dispersion that can be explored. We present here a summary of the work to date. To disperse something, an initial ‘aggregated’ condition must exist. The nature of nanotube aggregates is different for single and multi-walled varieties. With SWNTs, crystalline ropes of individual tubes form a rich tapestry which has proven difficult for researchers to unwind. MWNTs essentially form much larger bundles of material, the physics of which proves different to its SWNT brother. Thus, differing strategies need to be implemented depending on wether single or multi-walled tubes are to be used in the composite. It is believed that no single method will dominate but rather a recipe or cocktail of techniques will serve to fully disperse the tubes.
into a given media.

Dispersion broadly falls into two main categories; mechanical/physical and chemical methods. The mechanical techniques involve physically separating out the tubes from each other, but can also fragment the tubes and decrease their aspect ratio [132]. Chemical methods often use surfactant or chemical functionalization of the tube surface, which in turn can affect surface energies, wetting and/or adhesion characteristics leading to prevention of aggregation and/or re-aggregation. However, certain types of aggressive chemical treatment can lead to the key nanotube properties being compromised. This defeats the purpose of undertaking polymer-nanotube design but many in the field have, in the past, felt it a necessary concession to achieve homogenous dispersions.

4.1 Physical Methods of Dispersion

To physically separate tubes that are bundled together, and tightly held by van der Waals forces, requires a mechanical force – as opposed to a force arising from chemical potentials between different species. To this end, three main mechanical processes have been partially successful in dispersing tubes in various media: ultrasonication, milling and shear mixing.

**Ultrasonication**

This is a rather ubiquitous technique. However, overexposure to ultrasonication is known to lead to tube rupture which may have negative consequences for the polymer-nanotube composite properties. Clearly, due care is required with all mechanical processes.

For ultrasonication, the nanotube specimens are first mixed with a solvent and then placed into an ultrasonic regime. Two main instruments are used:

- Ultrasonic bath
• Ultrasonic horn/tip

The ultrasonic process delivers high levels of vibration energy to the system and is thought to create expansion and peeling/fractionation of the graphene layers making up a multi-walled tube. The process starts from the outside and works its way in with each layer fractionating independently from preceding and subsequent layers. So the process has the potential to make the tube thinner as well as shorter [133].

The ultrasonic process has three particular mechanisms: bubble nucleation and subsequent implosion (cavitation), localized heating and the formation of free radicals [132]. It is the cavitation mechanism that causes much of the dispersion but also much of the tube damage. Low frequencies (∼20kHz) produce larger bubbles which lead to a larger energy distribution as they collapse. Increasing the frequency leads to lower energy dissipation as the bubble radius is smaller and cavitation is thus reduced.

When an ultrasonic horn is used, the mechanical tip oscillates, normally at lower frequencies compared to a bath, leading to high-energy cavity formation (which can result in rapid sample heating if due care is not taken). In this case the dispersive energy is very high and localized around the oscillating tip. Prolonged exposure to such techniques is not recommended. An ultrasonic bath works in much the same way except that the cavitation zone is not well defined and the frequencies of oscillation are normally higher (∼40-50kHz). The dispersive energy is lower than an ultrasonic horn.

The use of an ultrasonic horn leads to the formation of a conical field of high energy around the oscillating tip [132]. Solvent within this ‘dispersion zone’ experiences fierce cavitation (mentioned above) which in turn induces a flow that moves material away from the tip and then recirculates inside the conical field again. The size of the dispersion zone depends on a number of
factors including solvent properties, mixture phase viscosity and the geometry of the system. However, it is *wrong* to think that by increasing the viscosity of the solvent, overall dispersion would be linearly improved due to higher stress transmission. It is an attractive idea, since many monomer solvents could have purified nanotubes directly added to them so that the ultrasonic regime would disperse them directly in the monomer before the final polymerized matrix is formed. A higher viscosity solvent, in addition to the beneficial higher levels of shear energy in the matrix, also may result in poor recirculation of the material – only a local region within the mixture will be well dispersed. Overall, beyond a certain optimum viscosity, the dispersion quality is reduced as solvent viscosity is increased. The optimum viscosity at which to operate the ultrasonic tip is a matter of experimentation. The exact value will vary for different systems and will be a function of container and tip geometry, as well as the operating frequency applied. This list of variables is by no means exhaustive.

**Milling and Grinding**

This method uses a rotating cylinder (or several, such as in the 4-mill mixer) filled with grinding media such as iron balls to wear down the aggregated tubes. Ball-milling can be used to break up multi-walled nanotube aggregates and reduce nanotube length & diameter distributions [134]. There is also good evidence in the literature that the ball-milling technique is amongst the most destructive toward nanotubes and produces a large amount of amorphous carbon [135, 136]. At a laboratory scale it is not a favored route toward dispersion because of the difficulty in controlling amorphous particle build-up. However, industrial scale dispersion techniques might employ ball milling of a polymer-nanotube viscous fluid as a ‘cheap-and-fast’ physical dispersion alternative, given the right criteria.

On a laboratory scale, a gentler route to break up large nanotube aggregates
is to use the traditional pestle and mortar before more aggressive physical or chemical treatments are employed.

**Shear Mixing**

High shear mixing is another dispersive option with which nanotube aggregates can be mechanically forced apart in a viscous monomer or polymer solvent. A relatively high shear regime needs to be applied. The benefits of this technique are clear:

- Direct dispersion into the host matrix
- No chemical modification is required
- Nanotubes are prevented from re-aggregation by viscous forces

However, this technique is only applicable to MWNTs as the physics behind SWNTs-entwined aggregates is different and requires more careful treatment. Additionally, shear-flow dispersion is limited to viscous fluids within a finite range of viscosities between, say, \( \eta \sim 10^{-3} \) and 20 Pa.s. If the viscosity is too low, separated aggregates are able to overcome viscous forces and re-aggregate driven by their attractive Van Der Waals potentials. If the viscosity is too high, dispersive mixing is not efficient and greatly impeded. There are indications of successful application of melt mixing for SWNTs [28, 137, 138], but this will inevitably only disperse large aggregates and not solve the inter-tube tapestry formed between single tubes.

Results illustrating the effect of shear mixing multi-walled tubes in a viscous matrix are shown in Fig. 4. The host polymer PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) is shear mixed with MWCNTs. The real part of composite viscosity (\( \eta \)) is recorded at intervals during the mixing process. Variations in inter-tube spacing (dispersion) are accompanied by corresponding changes in viscosity. Measuring viscosity changes as a function of nanotube-polymer mixing time gives
some quantitative understanding of dispersion in the bulk specimen. For all concentrations tested, some underlying universal effects seem to occur. An initial viscous peak is observed suggesting an internal structure forming, which is consequently broken down. This is analogous to the effect observed in lyotropic liquid crystal systems, which form yield structures [139]. The level to which the liquid crystal model, widely available in the literature, can be applied to nanotube-polymer systems has yet to be determined. There are suggestions that nanotubes exhibit genuine liquid crystalline behavior [140, 141], but more information is required to establish whether these reports deal with equilibrium phase structures. Whether the jamming phenomena observed in the results is universal for all rigid rod approximated systems is another obvious question requiring much greater research.

Generically, the viscosity increases with time of shear mixing and then reaches a plateau, which could be regarded as a point in the process at which the maximal dispersion is achieved. The time to reach this plateau is less as the nanotube concentration is increased. This is very significant. The power transferred from the rotating mixing blade to the viscous polymer with the viscosity $\eta$ in terms of the shear rate ($\dot{\gamma}$) and shear stress ($\eta \dot{\gamma}$) is $\dot{W} = \sigma \dot{\gamma} \sim \eta \dot{\gamma}^2$. This is the energy delivered to the system per unit time. For higher concentrations (higher overall viscosity $\eta$), more energy is delivered quicker, thus resulting in shorter mixing times. The mixing time required to achieve a homogenous dispersion reduces with higher concentration of nanotubes. The results in Fig. 4 demonstrate this unambiguously.

Other work has added weight to the findings presented in Fig. 4. Potschke et al. [142] indicated an interesting relation between nanotube connectivity and the onset of non-Newtonian nanotube-polymer solution behavior. There are also suggestions that non-linear inelastic instabilities can form, associated with flow-
induced clustering in semi-dilute nanotube-polymer suspensions [143]. These conclusions are reached when a correlation was found between the transient rheological behavior and the formation and evolution of highly elastic nanotube aggregates aligned in the shear vorticity direction. As in other similar complex fluids under flow [144], the MWCNTs are flexible enough to deform under high flow rates but readily inter-lock to form coherent structures under weak shear. Simulation work further suggests that friction leads to aggregation in the absence of attractive interactions. Further experimental evidence for the negative normal stress difference has also recently and independently appeared [145].

The viscosity peaks seen in Fig. 4 may be indicative of a similar domain ordering process taking place within the system, analogous to liquid crystal systems. Further experimental work is needed to confirm this.

The use of shear mixing to disperse MWCNTs has also been used by Andrews et al. [146]. Using polystyrene as the host matrix and mixing MWCNTs
under severe conditions (180°C and 80rpm using a twin blade mixer), the authors monitored tube attrition by regular TEM analysis of sample aliquotes to quantify the effects of shear mixing. While the tube length did diminish with increased mixing energy, the rate of breakage was reduced as the nanotubes were better dispersed and tube lateral separation distances increased. We conclude that shear mixing is a useful approach in dispersing multi-walled nanotubes within a viscous polymer matrix and although tube breakage does occur, it may not be a serious problem as it takes place less often as dispersion improves. Further experimental studies make similar conclusions on the usefulness of shearing MWCNT-polymer blends [147, 148].

It should be noted that measuring tube attrition is notoriously difficult, especially using surface probing techniques such as TEM and AFM (atomic force microscopy). The reason is that often, only parts of the wall are exposed above the polymer surface leading to a false conclusion that aligned tubes with reduced lengths are present as detected by TEM/AFM. This problem is much more common in hard composites where part of the curved nanotubes can be cut during sample preparation and thus appear as separate tubes [149].

4.2 Chemical Methods of Dispersion

Why explore the route of chemical functionalization at all? It should be remembered that the sp² hybridized structure of nanotubes makes them insoluble in common organic solvents. While a physical technique such as the shear flow method is a viable route for scalable dispersion, local inhomogeneities may occur if careful application of the method is not followed. The technique also only applies to MWNTs due to their closer proximity to rigid-rod behavior. Additionally, functionalization of the tube surface influences the interaction between the tube and its local matrix environment in a polymer-nanotube composite.
Choosing the right level/type of functionalization, summarized in Fig. 5 [150], can have a very positive affect on composite behavior.

There has thus been much interest in mastering chemical functionalization of the nanotube surface to make the tubes more soluble and/or separable in a given solvent. A chemical route toward dispersion would be scalable by default. It would also ensure homogenous dispersion throughout the solvent and thus a host matrix, giving much technical flexibility to polymer-nanotube composite manufacture. Two general classes of chemical dispersion methods are considered – covalent and non-covalent.

**Covalent Methods**

Lessons learnt from fullerene chemistry demonstrate that reactivity in addition reactions has a strong dependence on the *curvature* of the fullerene species [151]. By increasing the curvature, pyramidalization of the sp\(^2\)-hybridized network becomes more pronounced leading to a greater tendency to participate in addition reactions [150]. In the case of SWNTs, the diameters tend to be larger than fullerenes thus their curvature is lower. Hence their willingness to participate in reactions is reduced.

Covalent methods refer to functionalization treatments involving covalent bond breakage across the nanotube surface which disrupts the delocalized π-electrons and σ-bonds and hence incorporate other species across the exterior of the shell. The mechanisms may preferentially occur at defect sites, Fig. 5, or where tube curvature is highest i.e. tube-ends.

A functionalized tube is more soluble in an organic solvent hence spectroscopic characterization in the liquid phase is much more amenable [152]. It is the sidewalls of a nanotube which tend to experience chemical attack during oxidative workup [124, 152], Fig. 5(a). A classical example of nanotube treatment is by refluxing in 2.6M nitric acid [113]. The acidic attack forms defect
sites which are in turn saturated with -COOH groups. These side groups are what functionalizes the tube and makes it more receptive to further treatments such as attachment of long alkyl chains via amide formation [153]. Covalently attaching alkene groups to nanotubes has been shown to increase solubility in organic solvents such as THF [124, 154, 155, 156], chloroform, methylene chloride [157] and DMF [158]. Other studies have shown that acid/oxidative treatments enable stable aqueous solutions of catalytically produced MWNTs to be produced by way of introducing oxygen containing surface groups, leading to the formation of viscoelastic gels forming at high concentration [159].

Fluorination has also proven a popular functionalization method for nanotube surfaces. Treatment with F$_2$ gas at temperatures between 150-600$^\circ$ results in C-F covalent bond formation [60]. However, fluorination of SWNTs causes any metallic character to be lost and hence electrical properties of the bulk batch of nanotubes will change drastically. A fluorinated tube dissolves in alcohol more readily (especially if ultrasonicated) and subsequent ‘wet-chemistry’ procedures with nucleophiles will substitute the fluorine with alkyl groups [157], e.g. by treatment with alkyl lithium.

Stable solutions of SWNTs can be formed when nucleophilic carbenes are added as described by Holzinger et al. [154]. Each added group is bound through just one covalent bond and is positively charged. The configuration leads to electrostatic repulsion between the nanotubes hence higher solubility.

Though many of these techniques seem initially attractive in dispersing nanotubes into a given matrix, consideration needs to be given over to the amount of defects and thus damage the tubes experience. Mechanical strength appears to be lowered [118, 119] due to surface functionalization, and electrical properties can be severely affected [150]. Because these are surface dependent effects, a multi-walled tube may not be as drastically affected as single-walled varieties.
All shells below the outer few remain un-reacted. However, much of the properties with MWNTs are still dependent on the outer surface, especially in a composite where the interface is a key limiting factor in the properties of the material. Covalent surface modification of MWNTs may or may not affect a composites performance depending on the system being constructed. Further investigations are underway in this area.

For SWNTs, though surface modification is popular for certain uses, better functionalisation control is still required to ensure its outstanding properties are transferred to a polymer matrix and not lost due to defect saturation on the nanotube surface.
Non-Covalent Methods

Non-covalent functionalization generally involves the use of surfactant to bind ionically to the nanotube surface and prevent the tubes aggregating, Fig. 5(c). This can be a much less destructive route toward dispersion than covalent bonding/acidic boiling. Surface active molecules such as sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) or benzylalkonium chloride have proven successful in dispersing nanotubes into an aqueous phase [160, 161, 162]. The mechanism is thought to involve the nanotubes residing in the hydrophobic interiors of the micelles [150]. If the hydrophobic region of the amphiphile contains an aromatic group, π-π stacking interactions occur with the nanotube sidewalls as demonstrated by Chen et al. [163]. Interestingly, they went on to show that parts of the amphiphile can be substituted with amino groups from proteins causing immobilization of the biopolymers – a useful development in biosensor research [163].

Non-surfactant mediated dispersion has been carried out using anilines [164], amines [165] and more recently DNA [166] to name just a few. For anilines and amines interacting with nanotubes, it is thought that donor-acceptor complexes are formed. Strong curvature of the tubes imparts acceptor character to the corresponding macromolecular carbon networks [150, 167].

Supra-molecular complexes can also be formed between SWNTs and certain polymers such as poly(m-phenylene-co-2,5-dioctoxy-p-phenylenevinylene) (PmPV). The polymer wraps around the tube when in solvent leading to a stable dispersion of the polymer-nanotube complex, Fig. 5(d). A number of polymers can be used so long as they have a suitably polar side chain [168]. Some of these nanotube-polymer complexes have shown liquid crystalline behavior.

However a word of caution here. Using surfactant and/or non-surfactant mediated techniques alone is not always a successful affair, because coating of individual tubes is much harder than it seems. Many groups reported successes...
with dispersing SWNTs but in truth only managed to separate out the bundles and not the individual tubes themselves, resulting only in partial exfoliation. This remark applies to both the covalent and non-covalent methods. The techniques are more successfully applied to MWNTs but even then, attempts at coating the tubes can sometimes backfire, with aggregates being coated instead and making it even more difficult to disperse the tubes. Indeed, there appears to be a limit to the percentage of tubes, of around 1%, that is possible to be dispersed in a solvent using surfactants. Consideration must also be given to the polymers and surfactant adsorbed onto the nanotube surface and their possibly reduced compatibility with the host matrix in a composite.

Disentangling single-walled nanotube ropes in bulk quantities has only more recently been successfully achieved [166, 169, 170, 171]. However the techniques have still employed rather harsh conditions to achieve the dispersion goals. Does the ends justify the means? It depends really on the types of tubes required. The major problem here is that the tubes produced tend to be much shorter due to nanotube fragmentation, between 80-200nm. For some applications this may well be acceptable but perhaps not for all. High length carbon nanotubes (i.e. > 1μm) would be beneficial for nanotube-reinforced composites due to the improved reinforcing effect.

To this end, more recent work by Paredes and Burghard [172] modifies a technique developed by Islam et al. [170]. In this approach, SWNTs are dispersed in water by means of the surfactant sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS). A physical process of ultrasonication starts with using a tip (five pulses with 0.5s on/0.5s off cycles at ~40W/cm²), centrifugating at 20,200g for 30 minutes, decanting the upper 80% supernatant and placing in an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes more. It is thought that the final step of gentle bath ultrasonication for a relatively short period of time is the crucial step in achieving individually
dispersed tubes while retaining their lengths [172]. However, the technique still has the limitations indigenous to surfactant use already outlined above.

New work by Iijima et al. [173] suggests using highly positively charged nanoparticles of ZrO$_2$ to help disperse SWNTs in water and other solvents. The stabilization mechanism is most likely due to the high level of charge repulsion between the nanoparticles that coat the nanotubes. However, no direct evidence of this effect has been reported to date. What is also evident about this technique is that the researchers also apply physical methods of dispersion such as the ultrasonic tip in conjunction with chemical ones.

It is clear that the issue of dispersion is not a simple matter and has yet to be fully solved for SWNTs. There is as yet no simple and effective method of dispersing nanotubes in a hydrophobic polymer matrix. Compromises need to be made to effectively distribute the tubes. Furthermore, dispersion of single-walled tubes has only been achieved on the laboratory scale and many of the scalable chemical methods outlined here are limited to around 1% loaded dispersions. Clearly much more work needs to be concluded in this area. A sizeable research effort is underway. No one dispersion route has been found to be successful on its own but rather a carefully planned recipe of procedures needs to be adopted to obtain the best results. Many groups have demonstrated recipes that include both physical and chemical techniques. For MWNTs, a brighter horizon is closer at hand, with dispersion in viscous polymers proving successful for particular systems.

One final remark returns to the earlier made point about preventing tube re-aggregation, after the initial dispersion is achieved. This is less of an issue when the tube surface is modified by one of the chemical methods, which aim to stabilize the dispersion in the same way as in colloid science: by creating a short-range repulsion potential between nanotubes, due to either (screened)
charge or the steric effect of surfactant molecules. However, even with classical stabilized colloid suspensions, the long-term dispersion is a real challenge – with highly polarizable nanotubes the problem of suspension stabilization is further compounded. When dispersion is achieved by mechanical methods, no specific stabilization mechanism is offered and re-aggregation will occur at a rate allowed by the viscosity of the suspending matrix. The only practical way of preserving the homogeneous composite is by immobilizing the tubes: chemical crosslinking of the polymer matrix [170, 174, 175], or bringing it below glass transition.

5 Nanotube Alignment

Having picked one or a few (from a number) of the dispersion choices surveyed in section 4, alignment of the tubes embedded in the polymer matrix becomes the next critical issue. The purpose of aligning anisotropic embedded objects in the matrix depends on the application of the composite in question. Some applications will prefer zero orientational order of the nanotube filler; this may be useful for composites requiring lower elastic modulus but higher conductivity. However, most engineering composites will need to maximize their strength, in particular, loading directions. Moreover, transport properties such as conductivity or heat transfer may only be required in a particular direction hence the need for orientational control of the nanotubes.

The requirement for anisotropic properties at the nanometer level highlights the driving motivation and significant contribution made by the polymer-nanotube composite field to the wider nanoscience community. Control and manipulation of nanometer sized objects to affect macroscopic properties is at the very heart of modern nanotechnology. With this in mind, control over orientation of nanotubes in a matrix is of significant importance in tailoring the composite performance. We shall see, later in this review, specific examples of
the critical role the orientational order of nanotubes plays in the macroscopic properties of nanocomposites, for instance, leading to a complete reversal in the material behavior.

5.1 Orientational Order

Some questions arise here as we try to define what is meant by alignment and also the processes that should be considered for such alignment. The direction, known as the *director*, \( \mathbf{n} \), is usually defined as the average direction along which nanotubes can and do align [131, 176]. This is a local property of the system obtained as a result of averaging of individual particle axes, \( \mathbf{u}_i \), over the macroscopically infinitesimal volume. The corresponding local orientational order parameter is a second-rank tensor \( Q_{\alpha\beta} \) which for the uniaxial alignment (quadrupolar symmetry) is defined as:

\[
Q_{\alpha\beta} \equiv \frac{3}{2} Q (u_\alpha n_\beta - \frac{1}{3} \delta_{\alpha\beta}) = \langle \frac{3}{2} u_\alpha u_\beta - \frac{1}{2} \delta_{\alpha\beta} \rangle, \tag{4}
\]

or in matrix form:

\[
Q_{\alpha\beta} \equiv \begin{pmatrix}
-\frac{1}{2}Q & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -\frac{1}{2}Q & 0 \\
0 & 0 & Q
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where the principal axes are aligned with \( z \) along the ordering direction \( \mathbf{n} \), cf. Fig. 8(a). The value of local scalar order parameter is indeed the average \( Q = \langle P_2(\cos \theta) \rangle \), with \( (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{u}_i) \equiv \cos \theta_i \) (cf. the classical literature for detail [131]).

Full alignment of the components/material requires \( \mathbf{n} \) to extend uniformly over the entire system. In some instances, by applying an external force, an induced re-orientation of the director occurs.

We shall concentrate on nanotubes in polymeric systems as we look at alignment. One immediate concern should be the choice of technique, with which to characterize this alignment quantitatively. The classical cases of uniaxial
Figure 6: **X-ray images with azimuthal intensity bias at different scattering angles.** (a) The typical X-ray image from the aligned nematic liquid crystal, showing the strong azimuthal bias at the scattering angle corresponding to the molecular thickness. (b) The image from the nanotubes embedded in PDMS matrix, showing key scattering reflexes; the outer ring of 3.4 Å is from the nanotubes. The inner ring is indicative of the correlation length of PDMS mesh size. The arrows show the direction of the uniaxial ordering.

order are the nematic liquid crystals, where the wide angle X-ray scattering of rod-like molecules provides a characteristic peak at the scattering angle $\Theta$, with $\sin(\Theta/2) = \lambda_x/2d_m$ (where $\lambda_x \sim 1.54$ Å is the wavelength of X-rays and $d_m \sim 4.5$ Å the thickness of the typical molecule. The azimuthal bias in the scattering plane, see Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 7(a), is a signature of uniaxial order. When the alignment of larger objects, such as clay plates or carbon fibers, embedded in polymer matrix is considered – the light scattering often provides the tool with the appropriate wavelength (of a few hundred nm). However, with carbon nanotubes one is placed strictly in between the characteristic ranges accessible to X-rays or to light. Electron microscopy (the real-space imaging technique, as opposed to the reciprocal-space scattering) is most frequently used to visualize nanotubes – but it is an essentially surface technique, not applicable when the tubes are embedded in a matrix.

One of the possible answers to this problem lies in the wide angle X-ray diffraction, used in a more delicate way, utilizing the internal periodicity of
graphene layers lining the multi-wall nanotubes. Figure 6(b) shows characteristic features of the diffraction halos produced by an aligned nanocomposite. This example is for a 7wt% sample, uniaxially stretched by \( \sim 50\% \) along the axis shown by the arrow to induce the tube alignment. The Bragg peak around 3.40\( \text{Å} \) corresponds to the (002) scattering plane which describes the inter-shell spacing periodicity within the MWNT, see e.g. [31]. The contrast is weak, when compared to the classical liquid crystal scattering imaged in (a), but it gives the distinct azimuthal bias and allows the accurate detection of multi-wall nanotube alignment, in this particular case with \( Q \approx 0.23 \), see Fig. 7 below.

A question must arise about the bright scattering ring corresponding to the length scale \( \sim 7.5\text{Å} \). This is a feature very interesting in itself, and is exactly the same in the pristine PDMS rubber prepared in the same batch. In the polymer network, with no solvent, the only X-ray contrast arises due to the difference between the chains and crosslinks. A very clear scattering length must be an indication of crosslink density fluctuations (in other terminology called clustering). As the extensive theory of this phenomenon suggests [177], at the given chain lengths and crosslinking density the network is well below the ‘crosslink saturation threshold’ and the correlation length of clustering should be of the order of mesh size. The length scale of \( \sim 7.5\text{Å} \) is very accurately this size and, accordingly, we believe this scattering to be produced by very small scale crosslink density fluctuations. These should not affect macroscopic properties, or even the local MWNT embedding. The bright inner ring at \( \sim 7.5\text{Å} \) is an inherent feature of the PDMS network at given crosslink density and does not affect the physics described in this work.

Analysis of uniaxial orientational ordering is a tool commonly used in a different fields of physics and engineering. The azimuthal bias of X-ray intensity scattered at the characteristic angle in the detection plane, illustrated in Fig. 6,
contains this information. However, the quantitative extraction of although the original formulation of the order parameter $Q$ from the intensity variation $I(\beta)$ remains a delicate and complicated issue. Since the original formulation of this problem by Leadbetter [178], a number of practical approaches have been used, involving various levels of approximation. The simplest is to treat the azimuthal variation of the intensity $I(\beta)$ as the (non-normalized) probability distribution and write

$$Q = \frac{3}{2N} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} \cos^2 \beta I(\beta) \sin \beta d\beta - \frac{1}{2}$$

with $N = \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} I(\beta) \sin \beta d\beta.$

However, there are many uncontrolled assumptions in this approach, not the least being the problem of the background intensity level in the scattering image. The most rigorous treatment of this problem is that of Deutsch [179]. Not going into details of quite involved analysis, we only quote the final result,

$$Q = 1 - \frac{3}{2N} \int_0^{\pi/2} I(\beta) \left\{ \sin^2 \beta + \sin \beta \cos^2 \beta \ln \left[ \frac{1 + \sin \beta}{\cos \beta} \right] \right\} d\beta$$

with $N = \int_0^{\pi/2} I(\beta) d\beta.$

With nanocomposites in mind, we need to compare these results with a model of tube alignment. The experimental data shown in Fig. 7(b) represents the sequence of calculations (by the Deutsch method, as explained above) of the order parameter induced in the initially non-aligned composite of MWNTs in crosslinked PDMS matrix, at 7wt% loading. As the sample is uniaxially stretched by a increasing factor $\lambda = 1 + \varepsilon$ ($\varepsilon$ being the extension $zz$-strain), the induced alignment of embedded tubes is evident. The experimental data (in which the dotted line is just a guide to the eye) may be compared with the
affine theoretical model, which assumes rigid rods embedded in a continuum matrix and rotating according to its volume-preserving deformation, Fig. 8(b). The argument is straightforward: The initial orientational distribution of rods (with no strain applied, $\varepsilon = 0$) is isotropic

$$P_0(\theta, \phi) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \sin \theta d\theta d\phi.$$  

Take a rod that initially had an orientation $\theta$ with respect to the stretching axis, and thus the components $L_z = L \cos \theta$ and $L_\perp = L \sin \theta$ (with $L$ the constant length of the rod).

The uniaxial extension of the incompressible elastic body is described by the matrix of strain tensor

$$\Lambda = \begin{pmatrix}
  1/\sqrt{\lambda} & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & 1/\sqrt{\lambda} & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & \lambda
\end{pmatrix}$$  

where the axis of stretching is taken as 3 (or $z$) and the magnitude of stretching
is $\lambda = 1 + \varepsilon = L/L_0$. This tensor describes the affine change of shape, which could be visualized as locally transforming a sphere into the ellipsoid of the same volume (incompressibility) and the aspect ratio $R_0/R_\perp = \lambda^{3/2}$.

After such a deformation, every element of length in the body changes according to the matrix product $L' = \mathbf{A} \cdot L$, which in our case of uniaxial incompressible extension means that $L'_z = \lambda L_z$ and $L'_{\perp} = (1/\sqrt[3]{\lambda})L_{\perp}$. This corresponds to the new angle of the rod, $\theta'$ such that $\tan \theta' = L'_{\perp}/L'_{z} = (1/\lambda^{3/2}) \tan \theta$. Therefore, to obtain the new (now biased) orientational distribution function we need to convert the variable $\theta$ in $P_0(\theta)$ into the new (current) variable $\theta'$, which gives (after some algebraic manipulation)

$$\theta \rightarrow \text{ArcTan}(\lambda^{3/2} \tan \theta'); \quad \sin \theta \, d\theta \rightarrow \frac{\lambda^3}{(\cos^2 \theta' + \lambda^3 \sin^2 \theta')^{3/2}} \sin \theta' \, d\theta'.$$

This produces the final expression for the normalized orientational distribution

$$P(\theta', \phi) = \frac{\lambda^3}{4\pi(\cos^2 \theta' + \lambda^3 \sin^2 \theta')^{3/2}} \sin \theta' \, d\theta' \, d\phi,$$

which is an explicit function of the uniaxial strain applied to the body ($\varepsilon = \lambda - 1$) and can be used to calculate the induced order parameter $Q$:

$$Q(\varepsilon) = \frac{3}{2} \int \cos^2 \theta' \frac{[1 + \varepsilon]^3}{4\pi(\cos^2 \theta' + [1 + \varepsilon]^3 \sin^2 \theta')^{3/2}} \sin \theta' \, d\theta' \, d\phi - \frac{1}{2}.$$

The exact analytical result for $Q(\varepsilon)$ is a cumbersome function, which plotted as solid line in Fig. 7(b). At relatively small strains, its approaches the linear regime: $Q \approx \frac{3}{2} \varepsilon - \frac{6}{35} \varepsilon^2 + \ldots$ The induced order parameter has all the expected qualitative features, and the appropriate order of magnitude. However, it is obvious that the real MWNT composite aligns slightly less under uniaxial extension. This is natural: we cannot expect nanotubes to behave exactly as rigid
Figure 8: **Geometry of uniaxial ordering.** (a) Unit vectors $u$ have a preference in aligning along the ordering direction $n$, providing the frame for identifying the order parameter $Q$, Eq.(4). (b) The model of affine deformation and orientational order induced on the embedded rods on uniaxial stretching the matrix by a factor $\lambda = 1 + \varepsilon$, see text.

rods affinely embedded in the matrix — both the tube flexibility and the defects would contribute to the reduction of strain-induced alignment. Nevertheless, the fact that experimentally observed ordering of nanocomposite is relatively close to the affine model means that much of the affine idea is in fact valid.

There is an issue, well argued in the literature [140, 180], about whether a truly isotropic nanotube dispersion can be obtained. Regarding the tubes as rigid rods with extremely high aspect ratio, well dispersed in an amorphous medium, the Onsager transition to the steric orientational ordering should start at very low concentrations. However, the tube flexibility may play a role in softening this condition quite significantly. Currently, there is growing evidence of nematic behavior of nanotube-polymer composites and it is believed that this area of research could be a fertile scientific region to explore in the near future [140, 141, 174, 181].

### 5.2 Shear Alignment

There were many approaches to achieving nanotube alignment, dependent on the way in which they have been incorporated in a polymer matrix. Given below
is a coarse summary of some of the most significant works to date. The first attempt to control nanotube orientation in a polymer host matrix was reported by Ajayan et al. [24]. In that work, groundbreaking at the time, the authors observed tube alignment along the shear direction in the cutting planes, when preparing their samples for TEM.

More successful alignment was achieved by Deheer et al. [52]. In this work, the first real attempt to demonstrate alignment of nanotubes and associated properties of their aggregates was made. Arc-discharge nanotubes (∼10nm and 1-5µm length) were ultrasonically dispersed in ethanol and centrifuged before being drawn through an 0.2µm-pore-ceramic filter leaving a uniform black deposit on the filter. The tube-coated side of the filter was pressed onto the polymer (Delrin or Teflon) and lifted off to reveal a grey surface which, with further rubbing with Teflon sheet or Aluminum foil, became silver and was shown to have high nanotube orientation along the direction of rubbing. The anisotropic nature of the film (birefringence and electrical properties) were demonstrated [52]. A production of aligned MWNT samples by the CVD injection method has been reported in [182]. However, all these studies only focused on the alignment of nanotubes in their bulk aggregates and did not deal with any aspect of polymer composition.

An important contribution to understanding the nature of nanotube alignment within a continuous polymer matrix was made by Jin et al. [183]. They obtained an anisotropic distribution of MWNTs in poly(hydroxy aminoether) by stretching cast films to a draw ratio of ∼5. Of great interest was the interpretation of the alignment of the nanotubes, described by analyzing 2D X-ray scattering data to determine the azimuthal full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the intershell correlation (002) within the multi-walled tubes, cf. Fig. 6(b). They demonstrated that a 50 wt% composite stretched to ∼3.3 exhibited a
FWHM of 46.4°. Although this is not a proper quantitative characteristic of uniaxial order, which would require a proper analysis of X-ray imaging data discussed in detail above, the results of [183] unambiguously confirm the tube alignment.

It is well-known in the field of classical polymer and composite alignment that the most effective way to achieve high shear alignment is the process of fiber drawing. Haggenmueller et al. [138] applied this technique, of melt-mixing SWNTs to promote nanotube dispersion and then subsequently spin-drawing fibers with extension ratios (λ up to 3600) to align the SWNTs along the fiber axis. As with alignment of carbon- or glass fibers in drawn composite fibers, the tube alignment was very strong, with the mosaic distribution FWHM∼ 4°.

Wood et al. [184] focused on aligning the tubes in a polymer matrix and characterizing the anisotropy through the D*-peak Raman signatures of longitudinally and transversely aligned nanotube-polymer composites. The alignment was achieved by spreading a dispersed nanotube-polymer viscous fluid onto a glass slide and shearing twice with a blade to induce flow orientation. The resulting thin films (∼150μm thick) were immediately cured by UV-initiated crosslinking. The use of Raman spectroscopy as a viable tool to measure the degree of alignment of nanotubes in a polymer was then demonstrated. It also indicated the potential of using nanotubes as Raman active sensors. However, absorption and re-emission on consecutive layers makes this interesting technique only fully applicable to the single-walled nanotubes, in contrast to the X-ray analysis that relies on the scattering from the layers in MWNTs. Since the use of Raman techniques on MWNTs is not well defined, such work is rarely mentioned in the literature. The reader interested in the use of Raman spectroscopy for studying nanocomposites should refer to the recent detailed review [185].
Other groups have also reported mechanical orientation of nanocomposites through melt spinning [148, 186] and extrusion processes [187, 188, 189, 190, 191]. The work of Hobbie et al. [192] has been particularly important in understanding the shear alignment properties of nanotubes. They were able to demonstrate the full analogy between the nanotube orientation with the behavior of fibers aligned in a polymer melt under simple shear. When the shear stress is less than a certain critical value, \( \sigma < \sigma_c \), the tubes are thought to broadly align along the direction of flow. For \( \sigma > \sigma_c \), a transition occurs with the tubes aligning along the vorticity axis. This response is analogous to the semi-dilute fibre suspensions in purely viscous fluids [193, 194].

5.3 Electric Field

The shear flow, and in particular the melt spinning, are obvious routes to obtain uniaxially aligned nanocomposite samples. However, other routes have also recently become viable. Recent work has shown the possibility of using surface acoustic waves to align MWNTs [195]. Electric and magnetic fields can be used to induce tube alignment due to the very high anisotropy of their polarizability. This anisotropy originates from the delocalized \( \pi \) electrons along the nanotube axis, thus producing a substantial dielectric torque when they are exposed to an external field.

Electric fields can be applied at different times during the composite processing cycle. For example, aligned nanotubes can be obtained on their own via various processing routes or by directed growth using an electric field and inducing dipole moments [196, 197] (dielectrophoresis). Local alignment of individual nanotubes can also be accomplished using electric fields to initiate electrophoresis (charging induced mobility) [198, 199] or directed growth off surfaces [200]. With carefully aligned nanotube growth during processing, it has been shown
that a polymer such as polystyrene can then be introduced across the vertical tubes to form a well-aligned composite [201]. Nanotubes have also been dispersed and aligned in low-viscosity ethanol using an AC field [202, 203]. Larger nanofibres have been aligned in the same way in an epoxy resin during its curing [204, 205].

An interesting method was demonstrated by Dierking et al. [206], in which SWNTs and MWNTs were dispersed in a nematic liquid crystal, and by Courty et al. [174], who worked with crosslinked nematic elastomers. The inherent self-ordering properties of the liquid crystal, and its easy re-aligning upon application of an electric field, were used to manipulate nanotube orientation. Dispersing nanotubes in an anisotropic host material whose orientation can be manipulated by external fields can lead to possible applications for nanotubes as molecular switches [206], although their alignment mechanisms still relies on reorientation in the liquid state.

Only two groups have thus far reported results from experiments involving direct electric field alignment of nanotubes within a polymer matrix. Even then, both groups were investigating novel electromechanical actuator effects as oppose to actual permanent alignment states. Courty et al. [174] demonstrated the realignment of MWNTs in a nematic elastomer upon application of an electric field. The resulting novel electrically driven mechanical actuator response is discussed in detail in section 7. However, the initial alignment of the tubes in the elastomer was achieved through mechanical means, by uniaxial stretching before crosslinking. The second report on electric field effects on nanotubes embedded within a polymer matrix is that of Koratkar et al. [207]. They demonstrate the ability of a SWNT-polymer composite to mechanically actuate when a voltage is applied. In this case, the sample was grounded with respect to an Al electrode and cantilever-style actuation was observed. This area of research is very new
and requires substantial development. One of the reasons for the scarce amount of studies on the topic of electric field alignment (and electro-mechanical actuation) is perhaps because the experimental technique can sometimes prove very difficult and achieving such high fields (∼1-10 MV/m) is also not trivial.

Electrospinning is a more recent technique that has shown some interesting results in terms of producing aligned nanotube composites. The method uses electrostatic forces to draw a jet of the polymer solution, which experiences high extension due to an electrostatically driven bending instability forming thin fibers [208]. The technique is better suited to produce very thin yarn fibers, especially when compared to the analogous technique of mechanical fiber drawing, because elongation can be achieved through a contactless scheme employing an electric field [209]. The composite fibers were obtained by converging an electric field on a rotating disk with a tapered edge. During processing, air pressure of 0.1-0.3 kg/cm² was used to force the solution out of a syringe 0.5mm in diameter at a voltage difference of 15kV with respect to the collector. Later work has confirmed the viability of aligning SWNTs using this technique [208, 210, 211], but much development is required to achieve the full scalability of this method [212].

5.4 Magnetic Fields

Magnetic fields have recently shown promise in encouraging nanotube alignment along specific directions. Theory suggests that carbon nanotubes should have an anisotropic magnetic susceptibility [213]. Metallic tubes are calculated to be paramagnetic in the direction of their long axis. Paramagnetic character causes such tubes to align parallel to the applied field. All other nanotube variations are thought to be diamagnetic. The diamagnetic susceptibility is most negative in the direction perpendicular to the tube axis, causing tubes with
these chiralities to also align parallel to $\mathbf{B}$ [213]. Interestingly, the alignment energy is proportional to the overall amount of carbon. Hence, a rope of SWNTs or a multi-walled nanotube requires less magnetic field for alignment, than an individual single-walled nanotube of the same length [214].

The first group to produce a sample of aligned SWNTs using a magnetic field was led by Smalley [214, 215]. Their technique involved initially using a 25 T field to align small quantities of tubes surfactant-stabilized in a solvent. The suspension was then filtered, while still under the strong field, to produce very well aligned aggregate structures. The method was further refined to produce larger macroscopic objects of aligned SWNTs [216]. Recent studies have shown that good alignment can also be garnered under similar processing conditions but with a much lower field strength, 7 T [216, 217]. However, once again, this approach relies on the low-viscosity solvent, not presenting high resistance to the magnetic torque of nanotubes.

Kimura et al. [218] were the first to characterize a composite made using magnetic field alignment. The work was significant in that it treated the method of magnetic alignment as a viable future route toward large-scale industrial alignment processing. To this end, particular care was taken in selecting MWNTs produced via CVD processes, which were then further annealed at 2000-3000°C in Ar to enhance crystallinity. The so-called graphitization needed to occur, as the magnetic anisotropy has to be high enough to overcome thermal motion and the resistance against the viscous monomer solution. A field of 10 T was used. Kimura et al. argue that other more physical techniques, such as mechanical stretching and melt processing, are limited to manufacturing composites in thin-film or fiber form. They go on to show that high magnetic fields can be used as an efficient, completely homogenous and direct means to align nanotubes [218].

Further work concentrating on SWNTs has since appeared, focusing on the
magnetically induced realignment of the polymer matrix itself to assist nanotube alignment \cite{219, 220}. Where high viscosity polymer hosts are employed, it is thought that the reorientation of the nanotubes occurs due to a cooperative effect of the magnetic torque exerted by the \textbf{B}-field and the hydrodynamic torque and viscous shear exerted on the tubes by the polymer chains themselves. The cooperative mechanisms occur for many polymer-nanotube systems including those tested by Kimura \textit{et al.} \cite{218}. More specifically in the case of materials produced by Garmestani \textit{et al.} the reorientation of the SWNT is related to a local stretching effect that the magnetic field exerts on the cross-linked epoxy network \cite{219}. Thus, the self-organizing process of the polymeric system leads to enhanced SWNT alignment under high magnetic fields \cite{220}. Naturally, this sort of mechanism can only occur for certain polymeric systems that respond to the magnetic field in a particular way.

At the time of writing, no single method of alignment dominates over any other. A vast array of techniques have been employed with new ones being invented seemingly every other month. The mechanical methods of manipulating nanotube orientation in a polymer are clear front-runners in terms of successful alignment regimes but it should be noted that these methods have received the most scientific attention. This is probably due to the fact that mechanical techniques are relatively simple to set-up and implement, and have been previously used on many systems prior to the advent of polymer-nanotube composites. New approaches based on magnetic alignment have shown a great deal of promise primarily due to the native scalability and flexibility of forming different composite shapes. Surprisingly, little research has been published on the ability of electric fields to align nanotubes embedded in composites.
6 Properties of Polymer-Nanotube composites

6.1 Mechanical Properties

So now our polymer-nanotube composite is made! Here, a brief review is given of the specialized properties that have so far been discovered.

It has already been mentioned that the first work to demonstrate the ‘proof of concept’ of nanotube-polymer composites was published by Ajayan et al. [24]. The group was primarily looking for a method of nanotube alignment, as opposed to characterizing composite properties. It took a few years before the efficacy of nanotube based composites was demonstrated. Amongst the first real attempts to characterize mechanical properties of nanocomposites came from Wagner et al. [25]. The team primarily looked at the interface between the MWNTs and a polymeric matrix and found that the composite could have an interfacial strength (a measure of stress transfer ability) an order of magnitude larger than other known advanced composites at the time. The multi-walled tubes were able to “telescopically” rupture, i.e. each layer breaking in succession. The precise nature of the stress transfer mechanism has yet to be verified but the work highlighted some important experimental observations regarding nanotube polymer interaction.

In the study of the nature of deformation and fracture modes of embedded nanotubes, compressive strengths of MWNTs were found to be ~2 orders of magnitude higher than the compressive strength of any known fiber at the time [26]. It is important to note that this study focused on nanotubes within a polymeric matrix and not individual isolated tubes.

Shaffer and Windle were among the first to look at mechanical properties of nanocomposites systematically. Their polyvinyl-alcohol (PVA)/nanotube films were prepared by tube acid treatment, aqueous dispersion, and then mixing with aqueous polymer and casting the mixtures as films while evaporating the
water. Testing using dynamic mechanical thermal analyzer (DMTA) provided data on the tensile modulus and damping properties, as a function of nanotube concentration and temperature [221]. A modulus of 150MPa was obtained from the experimental data using a short-fiber composite approximation. This value compares poorly with data reported for an isolated MWNT (~30GPa for a highly defective catalytically grown tube [91]). The discrepancy is thought to be caused by the poor stress transfer ability in the composite system [97, 222], as well as a contribution from the high defect density of the tubes – a consequence of the nanotube production method. Contrastingly, Cadek et al. revisited the PVA-nanotube system in 2002 [223], achieving seemingly better results from the nanocomposite. MWNTs (arc produced, hence lower defect density) were mixed with solution and cast on glass substrates. Young’s modulus values of a 1wt% nanotube-PVA composite were higher by a factor of 1.8 over the pristine polymer; hardness was up by 1.6 [223]. Strong interfacial bonding was evidenced by TEM images and is thought to have originated due to local crystallization of the polymer nucleating off the nanotube surface. Further studies demonstrated fracture of the polymer rather that the polymer-nanotube interface verifying the strong interface [223]. Comparison of these two works [221, 223] demonstrates the importance of strong interfacial bonding and the benefits of superior quality nanotubes.

The study of mechanical behavior of epoxy/MWNT composites in both tension and compression [28] established that the compression modulus is higher than the tensile modulus, suggesting load transfer to the nanotubes in the matrix was much higher in compression. The Raman peak position, which is a measure of the strain experienced by the C–C bonds under loading, shifted significantly under compression but not in tension. This indicates that during load transfer to multi-walled nanotubes, only the outer layers are stressed in tension whereas
all the layers respond in compression [28]. This phenomenon is attributed to the inner layers sliding within the outer shell, thus the load not being effectively transmitted to all layers in the MWNT assembly during tension [90].

Qian et al. studied a polystyrene-nanotube composite system to better understand the fracture mechanisms. The presence of 1wt% MWNTs in the polymer raised the elastic stiffness by 36 and 42% for short and long tubes respectively. Theoretic arguments supported the experimental findings to within ∼10% accuracy [146, 224, 225]. At higher nanotube loadings, especially above 10vol%, large increases in the Young modulus were seen. Conversely, at concentrations ≤10vol% tensile strength decreased from the pristine polymer value of ∼-40MPa. The tensile strength of the pristine polymer was only exceeded when nanotube loading was >15vol% [224]. The fracture mechanisms leading to such non-linear behavior were elucidated by performing deformation studies inside a TEM. Using the electron beam to create local thermal stresses leading to crack nucleation and propagation, the in situ TEM experiment showed that cracks would nucleate in a low nanotube density region and then propagate along weak nanotube-polymer interfaces or low nanotube density areas. Furthermore, the MWNTs became aligned perpendicular to the crack vector/direction and thus bridged the crack faces in the wake [224, 225, 222], in full analogy to the crazing effect in classical polymer science. Beyond a critical crack opening displacement (in this case, ∼800nm), nanotube breakage and tube pull-out occurs. A similar study by Watts and Hsu [226] verified these findings with one exception: nanotube breakage was not observed, probably due to their MWNTs being of higher quality. Fiber pull-out is also observed in epoxy-MWNT composite films [227, 228]. In particular, Gojny et al. used functionalized arc-produced MWNTs, demonstrating their enhanced bonding within the epoxy. This leads to the outer shells of the tubes remaining behind in the matrix after nanotube
pull-out has taken place [228].

Trying to understand fracture behavior in a MWNT-polymer composite is further complicated by the buckling behavior observed in multi-walled tubes under strain [229]. By analysis of a large number of bent nanotubes, Bower et al. showed that the onset buckling strain to be ≈5% and fracture strain ≈18% in MWNTs. Buckling was found to be a reversible deformation, at least at moderate strain. Plastic deformation of the tubes was observed at larger strains (30%-50%). Nanotube ‘kinking’ at fracture surfaces (by up to 20°–40°) was observed in the TEM. It is thought that topological defects, such as pentagon and heptagon pairs in the hexagonal layers, were formed under large strains, giving rise to the sharp bending geometry [229, 230]. Other more theoretical work has since appeared trying to describe nanotube deformations [231, 232, 233], but these treatments remain limited and a rigorous theory has yet to be developed.

All of these studies have concentrated their efforts on the mechanical behavior of multi-walled nanotubes in polymer matrices. Polymer composites with single-walled tubes appear to possess different properties. SWNT-epoxy composite were used to test elastic behavior and load transfer in the matrix [234]. The SWNTs were dispersed as prepared and thus were embedded into the matrix in rope-bundle form, a common arrangement for single-walled tubes. Experiment showed the tube bundles to be either pulled out of the matrix during fracture or stretched between two fracture surfaces, as with polymer crazing. Micro-Raman analysis supported the notion that individual tubes were not being significantly stretched. Thus, load transfer was not found to be effectively taking place. In essence, the data indicates that it is the low-modulus features of the nanotube bundles, and not the high axial modulus of individual SWNTs, that dominates the mechanical stability and strength of the composite. Im-
portant methods of improving the composite strength include breaking down SWNT bundles to form the individual tubes prior to dispersion in the matrix, or cross-linking the tubes within the bundles to prevent tube slippage [234]. The interface between SWNTs and polymer matrices was also highlighted as another limiting factor. Further Raman spectroscopy work indicates that stress transfer between SWNTs and the epoxy matrix does occur [235]. The shift in the G’ Raman band to a lower wavenumber was indicative of strain in the graphite structure for all MWNTs and SWNTs tested. With some additional modelling, using the experimental data as a guideline, the effective modulus of SWNTs and MWNTs in the matrix was shown to be as high as 1TPa and 0.3TPa, respectively [235].

The polymer-nanotube interface, which is a restrictive factor in strengthening the composite, could be modified by tube functionalization [236, 237, 238, 239] (the pros and cons of which are discussed in section 4.2). On the other hand, improved mechanical and thermal properties were reported by Biercuk et al. using SWNTs that had not been chemically functionalized [137]. Their work focused on the heat transfer ability of the composite and they argue that chemical functionalisation reduces the thermal transport ability of the composite, a view shared and confirmed by Padgett et al. [240]. The contrasting views effectively demonstrate the need for further understanding and standardization of testing practices. Additionally, the trade-off between functionalizing nanotubes and achieving enhanced properties needs to be better understood.

A more theoretical study of Lordi and Yao [241] focused on the molecular mechanics of binding in nanotube-polymer composites to help understand the factors governing interfacial adhesion. Using the force-field molecular mechanics calculations, the authors determined binding energies and sliding frictional stresses between pristine carbon nanotubes and a range of polymers. When the
Figure 9: Young modulus of nanocomposite rubber at low loading. The plot shows the characteristic increase in the linear response modulus (here – the extensional Young modulus) on increasing the concentration of MWNTs embedded in a crosslinked PDMS rubber matrix. The line is the guide to an eye, while the arrow points at the pristine PDMS rubber value.

nanotubes are not chemically altered, hydrogen bond interactions with the $\pi$-bonded network on the nanotube surface were found to be strongest. However, and perhaps somewhat surprisingly, binding energies and frictional forces were found to play only a minor role in determining the strength of the interface. The significant factor in forming a strong interfacial bond is to have a helical polymer conformation around the nanotube. The authors suggested that the interface strength may originate from molecular-level entanglement of the two components, the tubes and the polymer chains, forcing long-range ordering of the polymer. A number of other simulations have also since appeared in the literature [242, 243, 244, 245] but their validity still requires experimental confirmation. Figure 9, illustrating the initial linear increase in the Young modulus values on increasing the nanotube concentration in a crosslinked PDMS elastomer matrix, also points at the interesting initial jump, when the first tube interfaces are added into the amorphous matrix.
This review has singularly focused on nanotubes within a continuous amorphous polymer matrix. It is perhaps worth considering the affect of nanotube addition on the polymer conformation. To date, very little work has appeared characterizing the influence nanotubes can have on the matrix. The work that is available concludes that the crystallization and morphology of a polymer can be strongly affected by nanotube inclusion. In particular, the presence of nanotubes provides additional surfaces which facilitate nucleation of crystalline lamellae in common polymers such as polypropylene [246, 247, 248]. Of great interest is the finding that the symmetries of the crystalline state of the polymer are directly determined by the underlying chirality of the nanotube [249]. Thus changes in crystal structure can be directly induced by the nanotubes [249, 250].

New methods are appearing all the time, showing promise in making composites with excellent mechanical properties. A layer-by-layer technique [251] has produced polymer-nanotube composite films with tensile strengths \( \sim 220-325 \)MPa. These values are several orders of magnitude greater than many industrially used plastics and approach the behavior of hard ceramics. Coating was achieved by alternate dipping of a glass slide or Si-wafer (substrates) into an acid treated SWNT dispersion and polymer solution. Once this procedure was complete, the films were heated to 120\( ^\circ \)C to promote cross-linking. Free standing membranes could then be lifted off the substrate. A similar method can be used to construct multi-layered films [252]. Recent advances with irradiation of SWNT bundles to promote cross-linking between individual tubes also offer the possibility of increased mechanical performance from composites made from such bundles [237, 253].
6.2 Electrical and Optical Properties

Many groups have studied the effects of incorporating nanotubes in a polymer matrix with the aim of modifying electrical properties. Different fabrication routes and potential end uses have been investigated. Here, we present only a summary of the vast amount of information on the subject, which we feel is significant to the subfield.

Looking to fabricate a novel material for molecular optoelectronics, Curran et al. [27] designed a composite of carbon nanotubes and conjugated poly(m-phenylene vinylene-co-2,5-dioctoxy-p-phenylene vinylene) (PmPV). MWNTs and the polymer were mixed together in toluene and sonicated briefly. The authors believe that the polymer might have coiled around individual nanotubes, allowing $\pi-\pi$ interactions to occur due to close intermolecular proximity. Nanotubes (MWNTs, arc produced) embedded in the polymer were found to increase the native conductivity by up to eight orders of magnitude as well as acting as 'nanometric' heat sinks, preventing the build up of large thermal effects, which can degrade these conjugated systems [27, 254]. The authors also demonstrated the ability of the composite to behave as an emissive layer in an organic light-emitting diode suggesting possible applications in optoelectronics. Why is this important, when many optoelectronic properties of conjugated polymers are successfully utilized already? The answer is in the doping mechanism. In a typical light-emitting polymer, exciton generation is vital hence the transport of charge is a key limiting factor in improving luminescence. Doping of such polymers introduces states within the polymer bandgap that can reduce and/or even quench luminescence. A polymer treated with nanotubes remains chemically undoped. Electronic processes such as radiative decay remain unaltered but the charge transport is still increased [27, 254]. The work illustrated the use of nanotubes in light-emitting polymers to improve the overall luminescence to
a very appreciable degree.

Another electric-based application for nanotube composites is for electrostatic dissipation, a property in much demand in the computing, automotive and aerospace industries. With electrostatic dissipation in mind, Sandler et al. [255] investigated conductivities of nanotube-epoxy composites. The macroscopic conductivity, $\sigma = 10^{-2}$Sm$^{-1}$ with filler volume fraction $\approx 0.1$ vol% was achieved [256]. By comparison with carbon black, an established filler used in polymers for electrostatic uses, these figures were a vast improvement especially considering the very low loadings of nanotubes. These findings (see also [228, 257]) suggest nanotubes have potential in replacing existing technologies when it comes to reducing electrostatic charging in bulk polymers. It is thought that a great deal of commercial work has already been undertaken, outside the public domain, with some automotive manufacturers already making use of nanotube-polymer composites in external body parts to encourage electrostatic painting [14].

The use of nanotubes to enhance the conducting ability or even create a conducting ability has also achieved widespread attention in the literature. A conducting (usually conjugated) polymer such as polyaniline has been shown to have its conductivity enhanced by the presence of nanotubes by an order of magnitude at room temperature: the nanotubes have a strong influence on the transport properties of the system [258, 259, 260]. It is interesting to note that the resistivity of the composites was much smaller than of the pure polyaniline, or even MWNTs alone. The authors suggest that in situ polymerization favors charge transfer between the nanotube and the polymer resulting in a composite conducting better than its constituents. A site-selective interaction between the tube and the quinoid ring of the conjugated polymer is responsible for the charge transfer process, as also shown by Raman spectroscopy [222, 258].
Considerable work has also focused on construction of photovoltaic devices. One of the earliest reports is the work by Romero et al. [261] in 1996. They deposited a layer of MWNTs on teflon, with a PPV derivative cast onto the structure, followed by a layer of Al on top to complete the sandwich device. The onset for nonlinear current injection was shown to occur at an applied electric field more than an order of magnitude lower than for semiconducting polymer/conducting oxide or metal heterojunction systems. However, only a small photocurrent was observed when stimulated by a He-Ne laser, possibly due to the relatively thick PPV active layer [222, 261]. Greater success was achieved by Ago et al., who constructed a similar photovoltaic device by depositing a PPV layer onto a glass-supported MWNT film [262]. Exciton separation was inferred as being enhanced due to experimental measurements showing reduced photoluminescence. Photoluminescence is the result of radiative recombination of the electron-hole pairs. The reduction in photoluminescence is an indication of a reduction in the recombination process. This directly implies that exciton (electron-hole pair) separation is improved, which is the desired effect in photovoltaic devices. Diode characteristics were demonstrated without light. Illumination of the sandwich structure through an Al electrode produced a photocurrent with a quantum efficiency twice that of standard indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode [262]. Enhancement of photovoltaic effects were also observed in polymer-SWNT films made by Kymakis et al. [263, 264, 265]. They used a spin/drop casting technique to deposit a polymer solution containing dispersed nanotubes onto ITO and quartz substrates. These authors have also recently shown an ability to tailor optical properties of these composites by varying nanotube volume fraction [266].

Only little work has so far been undertaken in the area of non-linear optical properties of the composites. Notably, the report of Chen et al. [267]
demonstrated third order optical non-linearity in a SWNT/polyimide composite. O’Flaherty et al. [268, 269] have demonstrated the use of polymer-nanotube composites as optical limiters (at loadings > 3.8 wt%) when dispersed in toluene.

Very recent work has also demonstrated the ability to form ultrathin, transparent, optically homogeneous, electrically conducting films of pure single-walled carbon nanotubes and the transfer of those films to various substrates [270]. The films exhibit optical transmittance comparable to that of commercial ITO in the visible spectrum. More importantly, far superior transmittance in the technologically relevant 2-5 μm infrared spectral band is observed. This is an exciting development with the characteristics indicating broad applicability of the films for electrical coupling in photonic devices. As an example, the authors construct an electric field-activated optical modulator using the nanotube films. One of the other key advances in this work is the processing technique which allows the films to be deposited on any kind of substrate, polymer or otherwise.

It is difficult to formulate concluding remarks on the electrical and mechanical properties of nanotube-polymer composites because the field still remains in such a rapidly developing state. One can see that recent reports are beginning to effectively demonstrate the real ability of carbon nanotubes to enhance and/or influence polymer behavior over and above commercially available advanced composites such as those based on carbon fibers. Although agreement on “numbers” is still difficult to achieve regarding mechanical properties, the state-of-the-art research displays an unambiguous trend towards ever improved composite behavior. With advances in nanotube production, as well as dispersion and alignment within a matrix, it is hoped that a standardized processing method can evolve, from which, gathering mechanical, electrical and optical data may prove far more routine.
7 Polymer-Nanotube Actuators

Recent work on nanotube-polymer composites has emerged that focuses on the functionalization ability the nanometer-scale objects bring to the polymer host. The nanotubes can have a differing response to specific stimuli, when compared to the host matrix. This can lead to non-linear mechanical behavior of the “transistor” nature, when an active system placed on the verge of spontaneous instability generates a large response under only a very small stimulus. That can be further tailored to produce some new and interesting actuator properties. This makes for an important case study as manipulation of the nanometer–scale architecture leads to direct influence on active actuator material behavior: a phenomenon at the very heart of modern nanoscience. Here, we discuss some recent advances in the field of nanotube-polymer composite actuators in some detail.

Of course, we first need to define what is meant by an actuator. The conversion of energy from an external source to mechanical work in a single solid state structure is of key importance for many potential applications. It is the ability of certain actuator materials to change their dimensions upon application of a given stimulus, such as heat, electric voltage or light, that makes them such attractive systems to study. Actuators with differing characteristics and mechanisms have been widely adopted by industry to fill each given technological requirement; see the comprehensive review [271] for detail. Some actuator systems have a one-way response, while others are based on an equilibrium, reversible response to the stimulus. Some (often called ‘smart’) materials exhibit a latent ability to actuate under the right conditions, such as shape-memory alloys [272] or liquid crystal elastomers [176]. Other systems require the blending of two (or more) distinctly different materials to impart a new physical response leading to the actuation process. Some of the work presented here focuses on the
second class of equilibrium mechanical actuation employing the use of carbon nanotubes embedded in a polymer matrix.

As has been illustrated in this review, interest in carbon nanotube based structures has increased exponentially since the first nanotube-polymer composite was reported a decade earlier by the group of Ajayan [24]. Since then, much attention has been given over to improve the mechanical and electrical properties of such composites. Very little information is available on the actuation properties of the nanotubes themselves, and almost none on the affect they can have on material actuation properties when embedded in a polymer film.

In studies of mechanical transformations induced in MWNTs, an interesting insight into the possibility of designing nanoelectromechanical (NEMS) systems has been obtained [273]. The bending of individual MWNTs under an applied electric field has been reported [73]. The torsional actuation has also been seen [274, 275]. All these studies focused on individual MWNTs and not a collection of tubes, nor their composite in a continuous matrix.

The polymer nanocomposite only very recently appeared as the subject of the mechanical actuation studies, with first reports demonstrating mechanical deformation under stimulus in nanocomposites [175, 276, 277]. However, with the exception of [174] where the electrically stimulated response of MWNTs embedded and aligned in a nematic elastomer matrix is considered, most of these studies have concentrated on accentuating the already present features of the host matrix by adding nanotubes. The nanotubes, in essence, exaggerate actuator behavior by either improving electromechanical responses or heating the sample more efficiently due to their inherent high conductivity [278].
7.1 Actuation Driven by Electric Field

The work of Courty et al. [174] was unique in that it reports a novel actuator response due to the presence of MWNTs, which otherwise would not occur in the host system. It is solely the presence of nanotubes within the matrix, that accounts for the effect observed. By controlling the type, concentration and alignment of tubes during fabrication, the actuator response could essentially be tailored – a novel development in the nanoscience field as a whole. For this reason, we now discuss this work in some detail, focusing on its experimental findings.

Nematic elastomers [176] have only recently entered the actuator arena; with strains of up to 400% and characteristic stress of up to 1 MPa, nematic elastomers offer a range of new engineering possibilities. In all cases studied so far, the mechanism of actuation, represented as spontaneous uniaxial extension/contraction of the nematic rubber along the director axis, has been the coupling of the elastic network to the underlying nematic order parameter $Q$, see [176] for details. Changing the order can be achieved by heating the material, leading to thermal actuators [279, 280, 281], by light in photochromic materials [282, 283], or by other means such as dilution by solvents. Although manipulation by electric fields is a common approach in physics of liquid crystals, electrically-driven actuation in nematic elastomers has been impossible, for a very simple reason. Assuming the electric field $E$ interacts with dielectrically anisotropic nematic medium, causing the director to rotate, the characteristic energy density could be estimated as $\sim \varepsilon_0 \Delta \varepsilon E^2$ [131]. For a field $E \sim 10^6$ V/m and typical dielectric parameters of nematic liquid crystals, this gives a density of $\sim 10^3$ J/m$^3$. The rubbery elastic network resists any such rotation with a characteristic energy density of the order of rubber modulus $\mu \sim 10^5$ J/m$^3$ or higher; clearly, no effect in response to a manageable electric field could be ex-
pected. A new approach to this problem produced a composite material with embedded and aligned nanotubes, presumably resulting with an effective dielectric anisotropy many orders of magnitude higher than in usual liquid crystals. As a result, a significant electromechanical response was demonstrated in such nematic nanocomposites.

**Preparation of Nematic Nanocomposites**

The side-chain polysiloxane nematic polymers and their elastomer networks, aligned in the uniaxial monodomain orientation, were prepared following the procedure pioneered by H. Finkelmann \[176, 284\]. The polysiloxane backbone chains with mesogenic rod-like side groups was vulcanized with the 10% crosslinking density. The multi-walled nanotubes were dispersed at very low concentration (between 0 and 0.05wt%) in polymer melt before crosslinking, using the shear-mixing technique. The crosslinking agent and initiator were added at the last stage of dispersion and the weak gel network was formed. This gel was uniaxially stretched and then crosslinked further, to freeze in the monodomain orientation of the nematic director by the subsequent completion of network crosslinking (this is a famous two-step crosslinking technique used in the field of liquid crystal elastomers). The MWNTs were aligned in this stretching direction as well. As we shall see below, the degree of tube alignment on uniaxial stretching of affine rubber is not very good – but it was much improved by the uniaxial nematic order in these materials. Figure 10 shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of freeze-fractured composite samples. Two fractured planes shown in Fig. 10(a,b) illustrate the low tube concentration and their good alignment. Image (b) shows several nanotubes protruding perpendicularly out of the fracture surface, while image (a) gives an opportunity to see a few nanotubes that showed out of the fractured polymer surface, nearly parallel or at a small angle to it.
Figure 10: A plane strip of nematic elastomer with embedded aligned MWNTs. Applying electric field $E$ across the sample causes a local torque and a small nanotube rotation. Arrows indicate two planes of freeze-fracture, shown in scanning electron microscopy images of the sample with 0.02wt% nanotubes: (a) in the plane parallel to the nematic director and the nanotube alignment axis, viewed from the top; (b) in the plane perpendicular to this axis, viewed edge-on. The scale bar in both images is 0.5 $\mu$m.

After this preparation, the samples of nematic elastomer-nanotube composite were subjected to a constant and an alternating electric field perpendicular to the initial director/CNT alignment, Fig. 10. Experiments were conducted such that no electric contact has been made with the sample, and no current flow has occurred. At such low amount of loading, shown by conductivity measurements to be well below the percolation limit, $\sim$0.1% [255], one should expect each nanotube to act on its own, embedded in a rubber elastic medium and providing a very strong local anchoring to the nematic director. As a result of strong dielectric torque on individual nanotubes, the whole polymer network structure experienced a significant mechanical shape change [174]. In the fixed-length (isostain) conditions, the actuator force of sample contraction along the initial alignment axis was registered.

All mechanical measurements were carried out at a room temperature, sufficiently far from the glass or nematic-isotropic transition points. The tensile stress was calculated as the force divided by the fixed cross-section area. At the low tube concentrations used in this study, the Young modulus remained within the same order of magnitude as in the pristine rubber, $Y \sim 1$ MPa. The elec-
tric field was generated between two aluminium plates separated by 1.56 mm and surrounding the flat strip of clamped elastomer sample, with no contact. However, there seems to be no inherent argument against using the flexible electrodes attached directly to the polymer surface, as long as the composite remains insulating below the tube percolation threshold.

**Electromechanical Response.**

The samples, mounted on an insulating (thermally and electrically) frame which keeps the natural length of the sample fixed but measures the contractile force exerted on the clamps, were subjected to a constant electric field perpendicular to the initial director (and tube) orientation. With the applied voltage of 3000 V, the field was $E \approx 1.9 \cdot 10^6$ V/m. Figure 11(a) shows a typical sequence of “field-on” and “field-off” cycles applied in a successive 1-hour sequence, demonstrating the dependence of actuation stress on the elapsed time. The response is clearly significant. The on-cycle shows an immediate steep rise in exerted stress, which then reaches a plateau level $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ that depends on tube concentration as well as the field strength; the latter is illustrated in Fig. 11(b). There is no electromechanical response in the elastomer without nanotubes, which confirms estimates about the relative strength of dielectric and elastic torques.

The mechanism of the electromechanical response seems to be clear: the highly polarisable nanotubes experience a high torque to rotate towards the direction of constant field, proportional to $\Delta \varepsilon_{\text{CNT}} E^2$. Nanotubes respond, and take the elastic network with them, causing the measurable stress on the clamped sample. It could be argued that, at high enough field, the nanotubes would rupture the local polymer network in their vicinity – however, the high reproducibility of data after many cycles suggests the effect remained equilibrium and no significant degradation has occurred. In these experiments the actual rotation of nanotubes is small, which is indicated by the field dependence of
Figure 11: Static electromechanical actuation in nematic nanocomposite. (a) On- and Off- cycles of constant electric field ($E \approx 1.9$ MV/m), for samples with increasing MWNT concentration: 0% (non-filled elastomer, ◦), 0.0085% (∇) and 0.02% (●). (b) Dependence of the plateau stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ on the applied field strength, for the 0.02% composite sample. The inset shows the elapsed time dependence, with each cycle at increasing constant field $E$.

plateau stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$, Fig. 11(b). If a full 90°-rotation was achieved one would see a plateau, whereas the linear increase $\sigma_{\text{max}} = \text{const} \cdot E$ clearly indicates the regime of “small fields”.

An important feature of any actuator is the reproducibility and the speed of its response. Figure 12 demonstrates the effect, for the 0.02wt% nanocomposite, under a field of $1.9 \cdot 10^6$V/m [as in Fig. 11(a)] switching on and off every 30 seconds. Clearly the stress responds very fast, to both “on” and “off” cycles. The initial spike at each cycle is an artefact of the power supply electronics that produces a voltage surge before settling at the required constant value. Both the short-time and the long-time representations in plots (a) and (b) illustrate a good reproducibility of response speed and the plateau stress amplitude $\sigma_{\text{max}}$. This is practically useful for any actuator application.

The response stress is demonstrated to follow a linear dependence on applied field, at least in the range of fields studied. This, in fact, is puzzling because if one assumes the angle of local tube rotation, $\theta$, to be linearly proportional to the dielectric torque (which in turn is $\propto \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{CNT}} E^2$), then the uniaxial strain induced
in the rubbery network along the initial director axis should be $\propto (1 - \cos \theta) \propto \theta^2$, which means the strain (or in the isostrain conditions of the experiments, the exerted stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$) could be expected to follow $\propto E^4$; this is very clearly not the case. The observed linear field dependence of the response resembles the so-called Fredericks effect in liquid crystals [131], where the externally imposed torque is opposed by an internal barrier in the system. In electrooptical cells of nematic liquid crystals (used in LCD displays) this barrier is provided by the anchoring on cell surfaces, while in these nanocomposites it is likely to be the bulk resistance. The barrier generates a threshold response, such that $\theta \propto \sqrt{|E - E_c|}$ (see [131, 285] for detail). This would explain the linear $\sigma_{\text{max}}(E)$ dependence in Fig. 11(b), although would raise a question whether the data actually has a threshold.

Another effect which is difficult to explain is the stress not returning to zero after the field is switched off. It is only one of several unclear aspects of this phenomenon and an indication of how much is still not understood about the
underlying response of nanocomposite systems. This particular aspect is most likely a result of complex relaxation of the polymer network with embedded MWNTs, after spending a long time [1 hour in Fig. 11] under the applied field. However, simply claiming the slow relaxation as the explanation of non-zero “off”-stress may not be enough: if the nanotubes start each subsequent field-on cycle with a non-relaxed pre-tilt angle, one might expect the “on”-stress to increase. The results of Fig. 11 clearly demonstrate that this is not the case and that $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ is a unique and reproducible function of applied field, but not the field application history. Note that in the fast-alternating field experiment on the same material under the same field, Fig. 12, the authors see no residual stress in the field-off state. If anything, the “off”-stress is below zero during the first hour of testing, perhaps due to a reactive effect in the elastic network. Figure 12(b) shows that after the initial settling period, the response becomes very regular, returning to zero on every 30-second cycle.

Courty et al. [174] conclude that, notwithstanding many shortcomings in their preparation techniques, sample characterization and understanding of the underlying fundamental physical mechanisms, the effect of large electromechanical actuation is demonstrated unambiguously and its speed and reproducibility make it an attractive system for new applications. The uniaxial stress, of the order $\sim 1 \text{kPa}$ (or the corresponding actuation strain of 0.1%, from the rubber modulus $\mu \sim 1 \text{MPa}$), is induced by electric field of the order $\sim 1 \text{MV/m}$, in a nematic nanocomposite that was clearly not optimized in any way for better performance. It must be remembered that there are many systems that generate higher stress, and strains well above 50% are common in nematic elastomers. However, the ability to produce a mechanical response by an electrical stimulus is invaluable for many practical applications. Carbon nanotubes provide such a capacity in liquid crystal elastomers.
7.2 IR Driven Actuation

Very recent investigations have yielded a new but simple polymer nanocomposite system (comparing with nematic elastomer nanocomposites of [174]) which, by the presence of MWNTs, produces a mechanical response to the infrared (IR) irradiation [175]. Remarkably, a more detailed investigation has reported that both compressive and expansive\(^4\) response modes exist in the same material depending on the externally uniaxial strain. The effect is thought to be dependent on the induced nanotube orientation within a homogenous polymer matrix, thus the orientational order parameter information summarized in section 5.1 will be relevant here. Here we shall test a basic theoretical model that predicts the opposite mechanical response of the composite at low, and at high degree of MWNT alignment. It is thought that no other materials of any class (metal, polymer, ceramic) can display so diverse behavior and to such large effect, thus, the study of the underlying physics of such systems is of clear scientific and commercial importance.

The typical materials include multi-walled nanotubes with a core diameter between 5-10nm, outer diameter of 60-100nm and length between 5-15 microns were used in these studies. They were produced using a catalytic CVD process and were thus fairly pure in the as-produced form with verified purity of >95\%. These nanotubes were not surface-modified at any time during processing. As discussed earlier in this review, it is expected that chemical functionalisation of the tube walls would degrade their electronic and photonic properties due to the introduction of sp\(^3\) hybridized carbon defects [118, 119].

The polymer matrix is PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane). In pristine condition this crosslinks with hydrosilane crosslinker, forming a uniform solvent-free elastomer. It was verified in these studies (with SEM on microtomed and freeze-

\(^4\)Meaning that the sample spontaneously contracts or elongates on irradiation.
fractured surfaces) that the resulting polymer network is pure crosslinked PDMS with no other filler particles, as sometimes could be the case with supplied elastomer mixes. The nanotube-polymer composites are fabricated by shear mixing the tubes until the dispersion is achieved and then casting the viscous suspension and initiating the fast crosslinking by raising the temperature to 80°C. With no additional aligning treatment one obtains an almost completely isotropic nanotube dispersion in a homogeneous elastomer matrix.

Samples discussed below are identified by the wt% of MWNTs mixed with the PDMS. Most experiments have been conducted on the 0, 0.02, 0.5, 1, 4 and 7wt% MWNTs in PDMS elastomer films. The standard quantitative experiment consists of clamping the sample in the dynamometer frame so that its physical dimensions are not changed during the test. This isostrain configuration achieves two important purposes: avoiding complex issues of long-time stress relaxation after deforming the rubbery network and allowing unambiguous calculation of stress from the measured tensile force and the (fixed) transverse sample dimensions. As part of the experimental protocol, the samples (with natural length $L_0 \sim 5$cm) were stretched in the frame before irradiation, so that different degrees of nanotube alignment could be imposed [cf. Fig. 7(b) and the details of the alignment analysis]. The imposed extensional strain is calculated by $\varepsilon = (L - L_0)/L_0$, with $L$ provided from the micrometer reading after stretching. The materials were equilibrated in their ‘natural’ pre-strained state, and then the IR source was switched on to full intensity. In a typical protocol, after 15 minutes of exposure, the light source was switched off and further relaxation data was collected. Exactly the same protocol was then repeated for the same sample but at a different applied pre-strain $\varepsilon$.

With the IR irradiation, the question is always posed, whether the response is due to photon absorption or trivial heating of the materials (which does take
place during irradiation). As a comparison the same experiment was carried out with the infrared source replaced by a heater. The results indicate that although thermo-mechanical response was present in PDMS-nanocomposites, it was at least an order of magnitude smaller than the direct irradiation effect, suggesting that direct photon absorption by nanotubes is the origin of the nanocomposite mechanical response.

**Infrared Actuation - Observations**

The intriguing response of one sample to infrared stimuli is shown in Fig. 13, presenting the data on stress measured in the 1wt% PDMS-MWNT sample, initially non-aligned. It is important to spend some time and fully appreciate and expand upon the information provided in this complex plot. At the start of the experiment the sample has a very low, 2%, pre-strain ($\varepsilon = 0.02$) applied to it on mounting in the frame, after which the sample has been allowed to settle. Let us follow the first data set, which represents the 2% strain line labelled by ◦ in Fig. 13(a). The plot shows the raw data of measured stress as a function of time of the experiment. The initial stress reading is simply the measure of Young modulus $Y \approx 1.15$ MPa (cf. Fig. 9), and this point is transferred as an open symbol to the plot (b). At a certain moment of time ($t = 16\text{s}$) the IR light source is switched on and the stress reading changes. In this case (for 2% pre-strain) the change is downwards, meaning that the sample natural length has expanded on actuation. The new (IR-on) stress reading is transferred as a filed symbol to the plot (b). After a period of constant irradiation, of $\sim 2\text{ min}$, the light source is switched off – and the stress reading returns to its original value. This experiment is then repeated with the same sample pre-strained at different values, up to 40%, as shown by the sequence of stress-reading curves in Fig. 13(a), and the corresponding pairs of stress-strain points, with and without IR stimulation, in the plot (b).
A question of possible sample degradation may be asked: this type of experiment was deliberately conducted in the random sequence of pre-strain/equilibration cycles. The evidently consistent trend proves the reversibility of the sample state. The first main conclusion that can be made is the unambiguous and significant photo-actuation response of PDMS nanocomposites. However, the immediate next step is the observation of this response changing sign at a certain level of pre-strain. In other words, equilibrium or weakly stretched composites show the reversible expansion on irradiation, while highly stretched ones show the stronger tendency to contract (hence the increase in the measured stress). There are two main questions thus arising: what is the mechanism of photo-mechanical response, and why does it change its macroscopic signature on sample extension?

Figure 14 summarizes the actuation effect by plotting the magnitude of stress step in the IR-on state, at different levels of pre-strain and for samples with increasing MWNT loading. Although this is not explicitly measured in the

Figure 13: The response of a nanocomposite to IR radiation. The 1wt% loaded sample is tested at different degrees of pre-strain \( \varepsilon \): (a) raw data on stress measured at fixed sample length (different pre-strain curves labelled on the plot); (b) the stress-strain data – open symbols: in equilibrium, filled symbols: on IR actuation, highlighting the opposite direction of actuation at different extensions evident in plot (a).
Figure 14: **Summary of photo-actuation response in PDMS nanocomposite.** The magnitude (in kPa) of exerted actuation stress (the height of steps in Fig. 13), as function of pre-strain, for samples with increasing MWNT loading. The right y-axis shows the corresponding actuation stroke: the change in the natural length $L_0$ on IR irradiation.

(isostrain) experiment, one can directly calculate the change of the underlying natural length of the samples on actuation. This is shown on the right axis of the same plot, explicitly illustrating the regions of expansion and contraction. Remarkably, all samples with different nanotube loading appear to have a crossover at the same point, around 10% pre-strain (the increase in the effect amplitude is to be expected). For comparison, the pristine PDMS rubber in the same experiment, shows a very minor stress response, of 2 orders of magnitude smaller than in Fig. 13, which is attributed entirely to the sample temperature change on IR irradiation.

**Model of Actuation Mechanism**

What is happening with carbon nanotubes (multi- or, presumably, single-wall as well) on absorption of infrared photons is not obviously clear. It is believed that the reason behind change of actuation direction on increasing sample extension is due to the nanotube alignment, described in section 5.1. At relatively low
pre-strains, the orientational order induced in the MWNT distribution is, to a good approximation, a linear function of the strain: \( Q \approx 0.6 \varepsilon \), cf. Eq.(9). At the crossover point \( \varepsilon^* \approx 0.1 \), giving \( Q^* \sim 0.06 \). Experiment suggests that at lower order parameter the nearly isotropic nanocomposite expands under IR-irradiation; as the order increases – the response becomes the photo-induced contraction with a magnitude increasing with order parameter. Now let us apply the same affine ideas about the induced orientational bias and averaging of the (hypothetical) individual nanotube response.

We have to assume that this individual response of a single MWNT after the photon absorption is, in essence, a contraction – because this is what better-aligned composite response is. It is easy to imagine why this could be for an initially rod-like tube: on absorption of an energy quantum it may generate kink-instabilities, thus decreasing its net length. Let us simply assume that each nanotube, on IR-stimulus, undergoes a contraction by a factor \( \Delta < 1 \) (certainly proportional to radiation intensity, which was kept constant in experiments we describe), accompanied by a transversely-isotropic volume conserving expansion \( 1/\sqrt{\Delta} \). This means that a local strain is created with the principal axes along the current nanotube orientation (at angle \( \theta \) to the macroscopic \( z \)-axis), see Fig. 15(a):

\[
\Lambda(\text{IR}) = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \Delta
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

The projection of this local strain on the macroscopic axis of sample extension (and force measurement) is

\[
\lambda_z(\text{IR}) = \Delta \cos^2 \theta + \left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\Delta}}\right) \sin^2 \theta.
\]

(10)

When we average this local contribution with the probability to find the nan-
Figure 15: Model of mechanical actuation. (a) The scheme of local and macroscopic strains, illustrating how the distortion (kinking) of an individual tube, lying at an angle $\theta$ to the alignment axis, projects on the $z$-axis to contribute to the macroscopically uniaxial strain, Eq. (10). (b) The result of theoretical model, Eq. (11); the dashed line shows the linear approximation at small pre-strain $\varepsilon$. To achieve these values, the nanotube contraction factor is required to be $\Delta = 0.8$, as suggested by the crossover strain value $\varepsilon^* \sim 0.1$.

Any tube at this orientation, $P(\theta)$, from the Eq.(8), it will produce an estimate of the effective stroke of actuation ($\lambda_z - 1$) or, if multiplied by the corresponding Young modulus, the exerted stress of Fig. 14. Such a model is very crude indeed, ignoring a large number of undoubtedly important and delicate factors of continuum elasticity, the interface features and the nanotube morphology. However, it is elastically self-consistent and has only one parameter $\Delta$ that carries all the underlying complexity of the nanotube problem in it.

The orientational averaging is straightforward:

$$
\langle \lambda_z \rangle = \frac{\Delta \cos^2 \theta + (1/\sqrt{\Delta}) \sin^2 \theta}{4\pi(1 + \varepsilon^3)\sin \theta} \left(1 + \varepsilon\right)^3 \cos \theta d\theta d\phi
$$

$$
\approx \frac{1}{3} \left( \Delta + \frac{2}{\sqrt{\Delta}} \right) - \frac{2\varepsilon}{3} \left(1/\sqrt{\Delta} - \Delta \right)
$$

Although the integral above has a full analytic form, it is more transparent to give its limit at small imposed pre-strain $\varepsilon$. This shows the key point: at very low pre-strain, $\varepsilon \to 0$, the average actuation stroke of the disordered nanocomposite
is a positive \((\lambda_z - 1)\), i.e. the expansion of its natural length. However, above the threshold pre-strain \(\varepsilon^*\) this average deformations becomes negative, i.e. the contraction. It is easy to find

\[
\varepsilon^* \approx \frac{5(2 - \Delta^{1/2} - \Delta)}{6(1 + \Delta^{1/2} + \Delta)},
\]

so that the prediction would be to observe the crossover at \(\varepsilon^* \sim 0.1\) if the nanotube response factor \(\Delta \sim 0.8\), that is, on IR-irradiation the nanotube itself contracts overall by \(\sim 20\%\). The value is higher than one might expect, considering reports in the literature of nanotube strains of only 1-2%. However, as Fig. 15(a) indicates, our proposition is not that of the lattice strain of nanotube walls but a contortion of the tube as a whole. This has not been seen, but one must appreciate that all existing experiments with individual tubes are carried out on (conducting) substrates, in totally different conditions. In any case, we found no reports about the MWCNT response under IR radiation.

Figure 15(b) plots the full (non-expanded) result of orientational averaging of actuation stroke \((\langle \lambda_z \rangle - 1)\) from the Eq.(11) to illustrate the points discussed here. The qualitative behavior (as summarized in Fig. 14) is reproduced here almost exactly, including the magnitude of the predicted actuation stroke (that is, the ratio \(L_0(\text{IR})/L_0(0) - 1\)). Therefore, it is very likely that the orientational feature of the effect, with its change of actuation direction at a critical level of induced alignment, is captioned correctly, while much more work is required to understand the individual nanotube response to IR radiation generating the phenomenological factor \(\Delta\) used in this analysis.

The rubber nanocomposite material described in this section shows the ability to change its actuation direction, from expansive to contractive response. The suggested simple model attributes this crossover to the orientational ordering imposed on nanotubes by uniaxial extension; a number of other experimental
funding support this conclusions. The strength of photo-actuator response, at a
given radiation intensity, is of the order of tens-kPa. Translated into the stroke,
this corresponds to actuation strains of $2 - 4\%$. As expected, the response
increases at higher nanotube loading. Understanding the nature of the actuator
mechanisms in this system certainly warrant further investigation. Many
questions require clarification, in particular, the effect of using different types
of nanotubes i.e. smaller multi-wall diameters, single-wall tubes, etc. Future
investigations may also want to address the issue of using another host matrix
and confirm its relatively neutral role in the actuation mechanism.

With actuating materials already used in widespread applications, from mi-
cromanipulators to vibration control, the systems that can respond to stimulus
in both directions may open new possibilities and could mean an important
new step toward finding applications for nanotube based materials above and
beyond improvements in existing carbon fibre technologies.

8 Conclusions

In this review a survey of the polymer-nanotube composites has been given, with
particular emphasis on the physics underpinning this new frontier of materials
research. We have, in a sense, followed a recipe as possible production routes
have been explored and potential properties discussed.

After an initial treatment of carbon nanotube fundamentals and their known
mechanical and electrical properties, a full discussion on their production and
purification has been given. Post production dispersion techniques along with
alignment mechanisms have also been covered. Together, this represents an
almost comprehensive catalogue of possible fabrication methods for polymer-
nanotube composites.

Some effort has also been made to survey the properties these composites
can have. However, it is acknowledged that this is still a fast developing arena thus the focus has been on more widely accepted experimental data along with consideration of the physical models supporting such findings. Finally, considerable detail has been given over to the actuation properties and mechanisms which have recently been discovered in these systems.

So where do we stand? How far along are we in realizing nanotube-polymer composites in everyday use? Many of the manufacturing problems, such as dispersion and alignment as well as nanotube quality (i.e. defect distribution), are slowly being solved. This review gives state-of-the-art information on how this is being tackled. However, as we have seen, the solutions are not fully satisfactory as yet and thus commercial exploitation still requires much R&D work.

A huge international research effort is ongoing to quantify the properties and the science of polymer-nanotube composites. This is an exciting time to be involved in the field with new fundamental discoveries occurring regularly. It is hoped that this review will contribute in some small way to future discoveries and will inspire new research to augment an already fruitful discipline.
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Abstract

For some systems, energy from an external source can trigger changes in the internal state of the structure, leading to a mechanical response much larger than the initial input. The ability to unlock this internal work in a solid state structure is of key importance for many potential applications. We report a novel phenomenon of photo-induced mechanical actuation observed in a polymer-nanotube composite when exposed to infrared radiation. At small strains the sample tends to expand, when stimulated by photons, by an amount which is orders of magnitude greater than the pristine polymer. Conversely, at larger applied pre-strain, it will contract under identical infrared excitation. The behavior is modelled as a function of orientational ordering of nanotubes induced by the uniaxial extension. It is thought that no other materials can display this continuously reversing response and of so large magnitude, making rubber nanocomposites important for actuator applications.

It is the ability of certain actuator materials to change their dimensions upon application of a given stimulus, such as heat, electric voltage or light, that makes them such attractive systems to study. Actuators with differing characteristics and mechanisms have been widely adopted by industry to fill a variety of technological requirements [1]. Some actuators have a one-way response, while others are based on an equilibrium, reversible response to the given stimulus. Some (smart) materials exhibit a latent ability to actuate under the right conditions, such as shape-memory alloys [2] or liquid crystal elastomers [3]. Other systems require the blending of two (or more) distinctly different materials to impart a new physical response leading to the actuation process. The work presented here focuses on the second class of equilibrium mechanical actuation employing the use of carbon nanotubes embedded in a polymer matrix.

The sometimes complex behavior of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) has heralded some interesting insight into the possibility of designing nanoelectromechanical
(NEMS) systems [4]. The actuator properties of individual bending MWCNTs under an applied electric field have been studied experimentally [22]. Their torsional actuator properties have also been reported [6, 7]. It is interesting to note that all these studies focus on individual MWCNTs and not a collection of tubes, nor their composite in a continuous elastic matrix. Little information is available on the actuation properties of nanotube assemblies or the effect they can have on material actuation properties when embedded in a polymer.

A few studies have recently appeared in the literature which attempt to look at the actuation behavior of polymer-nanotube composites [8, 9, 10]. However, important as they are, many of these studies have concentrated on accentuating the already present features of the host matrix by adding nanotubes. The nanotubes, in essence, exaggerate actuator behavior by either improving electromechanical responses or heating the sample more efficiently due to their inherent high conductivity [11]. Particularly new and important is the case of electrically stimulated mechanical contraction of MWCNTs embedded in liquid crystal elastomers [12]. The work of Courty et al. [12] was unique in that it details a novel electro-actuator response due to the presence of MWCNTs which otherwise would not occur in that system.

The present work introduces a new but simple polymer composite system (comparing with nematic elastomer composites of [12]) which, by the presence of MWCNTs, produces a mechanical response to the infrared (IR) irradiation. Remarkably, we obtain both a compressive and an expansive response modes depending on the external uniaxial strain applied to the composite sample. We assert that this behavior is dependent on nanotube orientation within a homogenous polymer matrix.

Multi-walled nanotubes (Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials, Inc.) are uniformly dispersed in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) at concentrations of 0.02, 0.5, 1, 4 and 7wt%. A schematic of the apparatus is given in fig. 1(a). For characterization purposes, the linear mechanical response of our nanocomposites have been tested for different nanotube loadings in the crosslinked PDMS matrix. As the concentration of MWCNTs is increased from zero to 4wt% loading, the rubbery network becomes stiffer and the Young modulus $Y$ increases by a factor of two. This is expected and in line with literature findings [13, 14]. A detailed account for subtle variations in measured moduli can be garnered if consideration is given to the polymer-nanotube interface and relaxation of local stress in the composites, to be published elsewhere.

It is important to characterize nanotube alignment quantitatively. Wide angle X-ray diffraction is used as a method to determine the average tube orientation as a function of increasing applied uniaxial strain. Fig 1(b) shows characteristic features of the diffraction halos. This example is for a 7wt% sample, initially non-aligned, stretched by $\varepsilon = 0.33$ (33%). The Bragg peak around $3.40 \text{Å}$ corresponds to the (002) scattering plane which describes the inter-shell spacing periodicity within the multiwall tubes, see e.g. [15].

A question must arise about the bright scattering ring corresponding to the length scale $\sim 7.5\text{Å}$. This is an interesting feature and is exactly the same in the pristine PDMS rubber prepared in the same batch. In the pristine PDMS network, with no solvent, the only X-ray contrast arises due to the difference in crosslink distribution. A very clear scattering length must be an indication of crosslink density fluctuations (in other terminology called clustering). As the extensive theory of this phenomenon suggests [16], at the given chain
Figure 1: **Scheme of apparatus, X-ray scattering image and the azimuthal intensity scan.**  
**a.** The sample (S) is clamped in the frame with its length (e.g. pre-strain) controlled by the micrometer (M) and the exerted force measured by the dynamometer (D). Thermocouples ($T_1$ and $T_2$) are placed in front and behind, close to the sample surface. The actuation is provided by the light source (IR) uniformly illuminating the sample. The whole rig is enclosed in the thermally controlled compartment. A similar setup is employed when taking WAXS measurements.  
**b.** The X-ray image showing key scattering reflexes; the outer ring corresponding to 3.4 Å is the signal from the multiwall nanotubes. The inner ring is indicative of the correlation length of mesh size, see text. The arrow shows the direction of the aligning strain.  
**c.** The typical azimuthal intensity variation, $I(\beta)$, at a scattering angle corresponding to the outer (MWCNT, 3.4Å) ring. The data is fitted by the theoretical model of [17].
lengths and crosslinking density our PDMS network is well below the ‘crosslink saturation
threshold’ and the correlation length of clustering should be of the order of mesh size. The
length scale of $\sim 7.5\text{Å}$ is very accurately this size and, accordingly, we believe this scattering
to be produced by small scale crosslink density fluctuations (for comparison, same conditions
of scattering from a non-crosslinked PDMS melt showed no such reflection). These should
not affect macroscopic properties, or even the local MWCNT embedding.

As the applied uniaxial strain increases, the 3.4Å (MWCNT) ring develops an increasing
azimuthal bias $[I(\beta)$ in fig. 1(c)] indicating the orientational ordering of tubes. For instance,
at the pre-strain value of $\varepsilon = 0.6$ (60%) this induced order reaches as high as $Q \sim 0.29$. As a
comparison, samples which had been accidentally pre-stressed during preparation are shown
to have a very low orientational order parameter, $Q \leq 0.005$. Therefore, composites with no
significant initial alignment, on subsequent stretching reached much higher values of induced
orientational order. We assume this is due to a much more rigid network surrounding the
tubes and attempting to deform affinely, thus imposing significant orientational bias than a
loosely crosslinked gel under similar deformation. Furthermore, the change in orientation on
stretching is reversible, i.e. equilibrium. The details of this study of nanotube reorientation
in a rubbery matrix are given in the Supplementary material.

There is an issue, well argued in the literature [18, 19], about whether a truly isotropic
nanotube dispersion can be obtained. Regarding the tubes as rigid rods with extremely
high aspect ratio, well dispersed in an amorphous medium, the Onsager transition to the
sterically enforced orientational ordering could start at very low concentrations. We have
as yet observed no clear indication of truly nematic liquid crystalline architecture in our
system, although this could be due to a number of factors including matrix viscosity at
sample preparation stage.

The intriguing response of our nanocomposite samples to infrared radiation is shown in
fig. 2, presenting the data on stress measured in the 1wt% sample, initially non-aligned. It
is important to spend some time and fully appreciate the information provided in this
complex plot. At the start of experiment the sample has a 2% pre-strain ($\varepsilon = 0.02$) applied
to it initially and has been allowed to mechanically equilibrate. Let us follow the first data
set, which represents the 2%-strain line (the lowest curve in fig. 2). The plot shows the raw
data of measured stress as a function of time of the experiment. The initial stress reading is
simply the measure of Young’s modulus $Y \approx 1.15$ MPa, and this value of stress is transferred
as an open symbol to the plot in fig. 3. At a certain moment of time the IR light source is
switched on and the stress reading changes. In this case (for 2% pre-strain) the change is
downwards, meaning that the sample natural length has expanded on actuation. The new
(IR-on) stress reading is transferred to the plot in fig. 3 as a filled symbol corresponding to
the applied pre-strain of 2%. After a period of constant irradiation, during which the stress
reading remains stable, the light source is switched off – and the stress reading returns to
its original value. This experiment is then repeated with the same sample pre-strained at
different values, up to 40%, as shown by the sequence of stress-reading curves, fig. 2, and
the corresponding pairs of stress-strain points, with and without IR stimulation, in fig. 3.

A question of possible sample degradation may be asked: we have deliberately conducted
this type of experiment in the random sequence of pre-strain/equilibration cycles. The
evidently consistent trend proves the reversibility of the sample state.

The first main conclusion we make is the unambiguous and significant photo-actuation
response of PDMS nanocomposites. However, the immediate next question is this photo-
Figure 2: **Response to IR radiation at different values of pre-strain**: raw data on stress measured at fixed sample length of a 1wt% nanocomposite (different pre-strain curves labelled on the plot). A fixed pre-strain is applied to each given sample, which is then allowed to relax for a minimum of 10 minutes. Readings of stress are taken for 2 minutes and then the IR source is switched on to full intensity. After 15 minutes of exposure, the light source is switched off and further relaxation data is collected. This protocol is repeated for the same sample but at a different applied pre-strain $\varepsilon$ after it has been equilibrated. Each sample is tested under a range of applied pre-strains between 2% and 40%.

Figure 3: **Stress-strain variation under IR irradiation**. The data from fig. 2 for 1wt% nanocomposite – ○: in equilibrium, ●: on IR actuation, highlighting the opposite direction of actuation at different pre-strains, evident in fig. 2, and the crossover at $\varepsilon^* \approx 0.1$ (10%).
Figure 4: Summary of IR response. The magnitude (in kPa) of exerted actuation stress (the height of steps in fig. 2), as a function of pre-strain, for samples with increasing MWCNT loading. The right y-axis shows the corresponding actuation stroke: the change in natural length $L_0$ on IR irradiation.

mechanical response changing sign at a certain level of uniaxial pre-strain. In other words, equilibrium or weakly stretched composites show the reversible expansion on irradiation, while highly stretched ones show the much stronger tendency to contract (hence the increase in the measured stress). This is the central result of this paper and we shall spend some time discussing and analyzing it. There are two main questions: what is the mechanism of photo-mechanical response, and why does it change its macroscopic signature on sample extension?

Figure 4 summarizes the actuation effect by plotting the magnitude of stress step in the IR-on state, at different levels of pre-strain and for samples with increasing MWCNT loading. Although this is not explicitly measured in our (isostrain) experiment, we can directly calculate the change of the underlying natural length of the samples on actuation. This is shown on the right axis of the same plot, explicitly illustrating the regions of expansion and contraction. Remarkably, all samples with different nanotube loading appear to have a crossover at the same point, around 10% pre-strain (the increase in the effect amplitude with loading is to be expected).

There is no noticeable change in the reading of stress, fig. 2, with time after the IR source is switched on. This means that the heat transfer from the irradiated sample face into its bulk plays no significant role in the mechanism of mechanical actuation. The effect is highly reproducible, over many cycles of irradiation, which leads us to conclude no degradation due to non-radiative photon decay takes place in the nanocomposite samples. For comparison, the pristine PDMS rubber in the same experiment shows a very minor stress response, 2 orders of magnitude smaller than in fig. 2, which we attribute entirely to the sample temperature change on IR irradiation. The change in temperature by infrared heating is unavoidable and reaches $\Delta T \sim 15^\circ$C maximally, in our setting. This highlights
an important question as to whether the response is due to the photon absorption or the plain heat transfer. Though not presented in detail here, we have studied the mechanical response purely due to the temperature change. The temperature results are an order of magnitude smaller than in the case of IR-stimulation. The conclusion we reach is that such an effect does exist (i.e. the MWCNT-loaded composite has a stronger mechanical response than a pristine polymer on the same change $\Delta T$) but its value is insignificant in comparison with the direct IR-photon absorption mechanism.

We believe the reason behind the change of actuation direction on increasing sample extension is due to the nanotube alignment. A simple affine model of induced orientational order gives the biased probability distribution of tube axes

$$P(\theta) = \frac{\lambda^{3/2}}{(\cos^2 \theta + \lambda^{3/2} \sin^2 \theta)^{3/2}},$$

with uniaxial stretching factor $\lambda = 1 + \epsilon$ (see Supplementary text for derivation). This corresponds to the data in fig. 1(c) and predicts the orientational order at relatively low pre-strains: $Q \approx \frac{1}{2} \epsilon$. At the crossover point $\epsilon^* \approx 0.1$, giving $Q^* \sim 0.06$. Let us now apply the same ideas about the induced orientational bias and averaging of the (hypothetical) individual nanotube response.

We assume this individual response is, in essence, a contraction – because this is what the better-aligned composite response is. It is easy to imagine why this could be for an initially rod-like tube: on photon absorption it may generate kink-instabilities, thus decreasing its net length. Let us simply assume that each nanotube, on IR stimulus, undergoes a contraction by a factor $\Delta < 1$ (certainly proportional to radiation intensity, which was kept constant in our work), accompanied by a transversely-isotropic volume conserving expansion $1/\sqrt{\Delta}$. This means that a local strain is created with the principal axes along the current nanotube orientation [at angle $\theta$ to the macroscopic $z$-axis, see fig. 5(a)]

$$\Lambda(\text{IR}) = \begin{pmatrix} 1/\sqrt{\Delta} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1/\sqrt{\Delta} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \Delta \end{pmatrix}.$$

The projection of this local strain on the macroscopic axis of sample extension (and force measurement) is

$$\lambda_z(\text{IR}) = \Delta \cos^2 \theta + \left(1/\sqrt{\Delta}\right) \sin^2 \theta.$$

When we average this local contribution with the probability to find the nanotube at this orientation, $P(\theta)$, it will produce an estimate of the effective stroke of actuation $(\lambda_z - 1)$ or, if multiplied by the corresponding Young modulus, the exerted stress of fig. 4. Such a model is very crude indeed, ignoring a large number of undoubtedly important and delicate factors of continuum elasticity and nanotube morphology. However, it is elastically self-consistent and has only one parameter $\Delta$ that carries all the underlying complexity of the nanotube problem in it.

The orientational averaging is straightforward:

$$\langle \lambda_z \rangle = \int_0^\pi \left[ \Delta \cos^2 \theta + \left(1/\sqrt{\Delta}\right) \sin^2 \theta \right] P(\theta) \frac{1}{2\pi} \sin \theta d\theta d\varphi$$

$$\approx \frac{1}{3} \left( \Delta + 2/\sqrt{\Delta} \right) - \frac{\epsilon}{2} \left(1/\sqrt{\Delta} - \Delta \right)$$

(3)
Figure 5: Scheme of local and macroscopic strains, and the prediction of the actuation model. a. The scheme illustrating how the distortion (kinking or undulation) of an individual tube, lying at an angle $\theta$ to the alignment axis, projects on the z-axis to contribute to the macroscopically uniaxial strain, eq. (2). b. The result of theoretical modelling based on orientational averaging of local deformations from each nanotube, eq. (3); the dashed line shows the linear approximation at small pre-strain $\varepsilon$. Nanotube contraction factor is chosen $\Delta = 0.8$, as suggested by the crossover strain value $\varepsilon^* \approx 0.1$.

Although the integral above has a full analytic form, it is more transparent to give its limit at small imposed pre-strain $\varepsilon$. This shows the key point: at very low pre-strain, $\varepsilon \to 0$, the average actuation stroke of the disordered nanocomposite is a positive ($\lambda_z - 1$), i.e. the expansion of its natural length. However, above the threshold pre-strain $\varepsilon^*$ this average deformations becomes negative, i.e. the contraction. It is easy to find

$$\varepsilon^* \approx \frac{5(2 - \Delta^{1/2} - \Delta)}{6(1 + \Delta^{1/2} + \Delta)},$$

so that the prediction would be to observe the crossover at $\varepsilon^* \sim 0.1$ if the nanotube response factor $\Delta \sim 0.8$, that is, on IR-irradiation the nanotube itself contracts overall by $\sim 20\%$. The value is higher than one might expect, considering reports in the literature of nanotube strains of only 1-2%. However, as fig. 5(a) indicates, our proposition is not that of the lattice strain of nanotube walls but a contortion of the tube as a whole. Although this has not been yet directly observed and reported in the literature, a similar effect of resonant undulation has been seen (in simulation [21] and in experiment [22]) in response to distortion beyond the linear regime. Although in our system the tubes respond under totally different conditions, embedded in an elastic matrix under strain and absorbing the IR photons, the overall distortion factor of 20%, suggested by the model fit, is perhaps not altogether unreasonable.

Figure 5(b) plots the full (non-expanded) result of orientational averaging of actuation stroke ($\langle \lambda_z \rangle - 1$) from eq.(3) to illustrate the points discussed here. The qualitative behavior (as summarized in fig. 4) is reproduced here almost exactly, including the magnitude of the predicted actuation stroke (that is, the ratio $L_0(\text{IR})/L_0(0) - 1$). Therefore, it is very likely that the orientational feature of the effect, with its change of actuation direction
at a critical level of induced alignment, is captioned correctly, while much more work is required to understand the individual nanotube response to IR radiation generating the phenomenological factor \( \Delta \) used in this analysis.

To summarize, this work describes a low-concentration composite of carbon nanotubes embedded in a crosslinked rubbery matrix, which exhibits rich actuation phenomena under infrared irradiation. The material shows the ability to change its actuation direction, from expansive to contractive response, as greater imposed strain is applied to the sample. The effect has not been seen before for any material and is thought to be completely novel. The suggested model attributes this crossover to the orientational ordering imposed on nanotubes by uniaxial extension; a number of other experimental findings support this conclusion.

The strength of photo-actuator response, at a given radiation intensity, is of the order of tens-kPa. Translated into the stroke, this corresponds to actuation strains of 2 – 4%. As expected, the response increases at higher nanotube loading. The similar (thermal actuation) behavior is also observed when the samples are heated by the same amount, but this has an order of magnitude lower amplitude.

Understanding the nature of the actuator mechanisms in this system certainly warrants further theoretical and experimental investigation. Many questions remain completely unclear, in particular, the response of an individual nanotube, embedded in a polymer matrix, to infrared photons. It is also not clear what the effect would be if different types of nanotube were used i.e. smaller multi-wall diameters, single-wall tubes, etc. Future investigations may also want to address the issue of using another host matrix and confirm its relatively neutral role in the actuation mechanism.

With actuating materials already used in such widespread applications, from micromanipulators to vibration control, the discovery of a structure that can respond to stimulus in both directions may open new possibilities and could mean an important new step toward finding applications for nanotube based materials above and beyond improvements in existing carbon fibre technologies.

**Methods**

Multi-walled nanotubes (Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials, Inc.) are used with purity verified (using SEM) as \( >95\% \). These nanotubes were not surface-modified at any time during processing.

The polymer matrix is PDMS (Poly(dimethylsiloxane) Sylgard 184\textsuperscript{TM} silicone elastomer from Dow Corning, USA. In pristine condition this crosslinks with hydrosilane crosslinker, the curing agent supplied with Sylgard 184\textsuperscript{TM} by Dow Corning, forming a uniform solvent-free elastomer. We have verified (with SEM on microtomed and on freeze-fractured surfaces) that the resulting polymer network is pure crosslinked PDMS with no filler particles, as sometimes is the case with supplied elastomer mixes.

The nanotube-polymer composites are fabricated by first carefully weighing the desired quantity of nanotubes and PDMS polymer. Calculations of weight percentage take into account the crosslinker, to be later used in the mixture. The viscous fluid is sheared using an Ika Labortechnik mixer for a minimum of 24 hours.
Crosslinker is added to the mixture after 24 hours. The ratio of cross-linker to PDMS is 1:10, according to Sylgard 184™ specification, ensuring negligible sol fraction after preparation of pristine network. The sample is then further sheared for another 30 seconds before being placed in vacuum for 5 minutes, at all times remaining at ambient temperature to ensure little crosslinking reaction takes place in this time. This suitably removes the air cavities that unavoidably form during processing. It is then deposited in a specially designed reactor (centrifuge compartment with PTFE film strip lining its inner wall) and placed in a centrifuge at 5000rpm and 80°C. At this temperature the PDMS crosslinking is much faster.

The quality of nanotube dispersion is monitored throughout the processing with the use, initially, of optical microscopes and later with a High-Resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (HRSEM, Phillips XL 30 series) as aggregate sizes reduce well below optical resolution. We find that a shearing regime lasting 24 hours is suitable in removing nanotube aggregates due to the inherently high viscosity of the host polymer. Samples are identified by the wt% of MWCNTs mixed with the PDMS. Most experiments have been conducted on the 0, 0.02, 0.5, 1, 4 and 7wt% MWCNTs in PDMS elastomer films. In all cases the sample dimensions were kept approximately the same, 30×1.5mm, with the film thickness 0.2mm, so that the area exposed to radiation was ~0.45cm² and the cross-section area for calculating stress was ~3·10⁻⁶m².

A 25g Dynamometer (from Pioden Systems Ltd) was housed in a custom made thermal-control box with an open front end. The device, together with two independent thermocouples, outputs data via a DAQ card to a PC, see fig. 1(a). Distances between the clamps was controlled using a securely fitted micrometer with ±0.001 mm accuracy. The rig is calibrated with weights to give a direct measure of stress and strain. The light source (Schott KL1500 LCD, maximum intensity at ≈675 nm, 702 µW cm⁻²@1 m distance) was positioned 20 mm±0.02 mm from the sample surface. Calculation suggests that the total power of light delivered to the sample was of the order ~0.008W. Additionally, the technique used to measure temperature involves placing the thermocouples on the sample surface itself. Hence, the ~15°C increase in temperature is truly a measure of temperature change across the surface. This is not a microscopic measure of temperature throughout the sample, however, the same techniques have been repeated for every experimental run with the thermocouples manually placed at differing regions over the sample and the same relative change is always recorded.

Standardization across all samples is carried out through pre-experimental checks involving accurately finding the zero strain value of each experimental setup and calibrating the test rig from this point. Readings of stress are taken for 2 minutes, to verify that the material is equilibrated in its ‘natural’ pre-strained state, and then the IR source is switched on to full intensity. After 15 minutes of exposure, the light source is switched off and further relaxation data is collected for the remaining 15 minutes. This protocol is then repeated for the same sample but at a higher applied pre-strain $\varepsilon$. Each sample is tested under a range of applied pre-strains between 2% and 40% ($0.02 \leq \varepsilon \leq 0.4$).

As a comparison the same experiment is carried out on the 1wt% MWCNT sample, but the infrared source is replaced by a mica-insulated heater (Minco Products Inc.) mounted approximately 10mm away from the sample.

Wide angle X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out on a Phillips PW1830 Wide Angle X-Ray generator (WAXS) using CuKα, radiation (λ=1.54Å), running at 40 kV and
40 mA. Azimuthal curves, were generated as detailed in classical literature, as well as in more recent treatment [20] specifically for nanotubes. The azimuthal intensity variation of the arcs at the scattering angle corresponding to MWCNT (002) layer periodicity of 3.4 Å allows calculation of the degree of orientation.

Relative intensity along the azimuthal arcs, \( I(\beta) \) (cf. fig. 1(c)), is the signature of the orientational distribution function; when approximated as a Legendre polynomial series in \( \cos \beta \), it gives a direct measure of the (Herman’s) orientational order parameter, in this context often called \( S_d \) or \( Q = \langle P_2 \rangle = \frac{1}{2}(3\langle \cos^2 \beta \rangle - 1) \), where the averaging is performed with \( I(\beta) \) as the distribution function. The more advanced method of orientational order parameter analysis [17] gives similar values. See Supplementary text for details.

Mechanical testing has been conducted on the same dynamometer rig, fig 1(a), finding the quasi-static stress-strain relationship on uniaxial stretching narrow strips of PDMS nanocomposites. In the linear regime of small strains this identifies the equilibrium Young modulus, from \( \sigma = Y \varepsilon \).
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